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Abstract

The thesis describes the design and implementation of (1) a spatially resolved 

ultraviolet emission spectroscopy system and (2) an ultrafast imaging experi

mental setup to study the dynamics and composition of laser ablation plumes 

suitable for Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) of materials. These techniques allow 

the simultaneous recording of the plume absolute emission intensities up to 4 

cm above the target surface, in the spectral range from 240 nm to 900 nm with 

a series of frames of the expanding plume, thus furnishing spatial, temporal an 

spectral information on the plume's evolution.

Emission spectra of Ga and GaN ablation plumes, in typical PLD conditions, 

were obtained with this system and are presented as a function of N2 ambient 

gas pressure from 1 x 10~7 to 5 mbar and ablation laser wavelengths of 266, 

355, 532 and 1064 nm . Atomic level populations and excitation temperatures 

are estimated from these spectra. A series of temporally resolved images of the 

luminous plume expanding into N2 pressures of 1 x 10-5 , 1 x 10—2, 1 x 10-1 , 1 

and 5 mbar were recorded and plume velocities are estimated from these data.

Emission spectra are also presented for Li and LiF plumes expanding into vac

uum and the corresponding atomic level populations and excitation temperatures 

were estimated. Ultrafast images were recorded as a function o f laser wavelength 

(266, 532 and 1064nm) and spotsize (115 x 80, 340 x 250, 90 x 525, 1000 x  000 

and 2000x2000 ¿¿m) yielding plume velocities. An anomalous emission line ratio 

feature of these spectra was observed and discussed.
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C hapte r 1 

In tro d u c tio n

1.1 M otivation

Todays computers and telecommunications devices will reach the physical limit 

of chip miniaturisation in the not too distant future. Optical devices, such as 

optical computers, will replace microelectronics as the technology of choice for 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT). However, silicon (Si), the 

most important and widely used semiconductor in microelectronics, is not an 

efficient photonic material due its indirect bandgap and, so, is not widely used 

in optoelectronic applications.

Semiconductor light-emitting devices and lasers, emitting red or infra-red 

light, have been used in products from optical communications systems to com

pact disc players. But these and other applications have been limited by the 

lack of materials that can emit blue light efficiently. For example, one needs to 

combine at least three colours, usually red, green and blue, to produce any visible 

colour suitable for full-colour displays. A white light-emitting device made from 

such a combination would be more durable and use less power than conventional 

bulbs or fluorescent lamps [1].

There are many other applications that could benefit from blue light-emitting 

devices. The shorter wavelength means that the light can be focused more 

sharply, which would increase the storage capacity of magneto-optical and optical
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disks. DVDs currently rely on red semiconductor lasers and have a data capacity 

of about 4.7 Gbytes, compared with 0.65 Gbytes for compact discs. By moving 

to blue wavelengths, the capacity could be increased to 15 Gbytes.

Efficient blue-emitting devices were first demonstrated in 1995 [2] after about 

30 years of research by groups around the world. They have been made using 

materials from the III and V groups of the periodic table which give semiconduc

tors with a wide bandgap. The bandgap of a semiconductor is a measure of the 

amout of energy required to move an electron from the valence band, in which 

electrons are not free to conduct, to the conduction band, where they are. If, in 

falling from the conduction to the valence band, an electron emits a photon of 

light, the higher the bandgap of the material, the higher that photon’s energy 

will be [3]. This explains why compounds of the Gallium Nitride(GaN) system, 

with bandgaps from 1.9 —6.2eV [4] emit from ~  700nm down to ~  230nm (see 

figure 1.1).

Insulator Semiconductor Metal

Figure 1.1: Schematic of energy bands in various material classes.

Another photonics material of great interest is lithium niobate (LiNb03). 

This is a well known material with excellent nonlinear optical properties. These 

make it ideally suited for applications in harmonic generation, optical parametric
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oscillation and electro-optic modulation such as fast optical switches and electro- 

optically-controlled multiplexers and demultiplexers.

Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) is a well established technique for the prepara

tion of thin films for a wide range of materials. More than 120 different materials 

had been grown using this technique by 1991 [5], most notably high temperature 

superconductors [6, 7], diamond-like carbon (DLC) [8 , 9, 10] and ferroelectrics 

[6 , 11]. The basic idea of the deposition process is quite simple (Figure 1.2). A 

pulsed laser vaporises the surface of a target creating a plasma which expands 

in vacuum or a reactive atmosphere, before condensing on a suitable substrate. 

The properties of the film produced in such a way then depend on the substrate 

temperature, laser fluence, target to substrate distance, the nature and pressure 

of the reactive gas in the deposition chamber and, of course, the target material.

Substrate
film grow th

expanding

Target

Figure 1.2: Schematic of Pulsed Laser Deposition.

PLD allows deposition of multicomponent materials by employing a single 

target and can also be utilised by loading multiple targets on a rotating holder 

into a chamber, which can be used to expose different targets to the laser beam, 

thereby enabling the in-situ growth of heterostructures.
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1.2 Objectives

Recently, PLD has attracted much attention for the synthesis of thin films of 

11l-nitride materials, in particular GaN [12, 13, 14]. Studies on PLD of GaN have 

examined the quality of the deposited film (Optical, Crystallography and Elec

trical properties) and the growth parameters such as ambient gas, pressure, laser 

fluence, repetition rate, target properties (Ga or GaN), substrate temperature 

and target-substrate distance [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].

However, regarding diagnostics of the ablation plumes of GaN, no detailed 

studies have been carried out. Since the plume travels from target to substrate 

and contains much of the material to be deposited, then knowledge of its con

stituents and dynamics should bring a better understanding of the whole PLD 

process. Thus it is important to study the influence of typical PLD growth pa

rameters, such as the laser wavelength, background pressure or target material, 

on the properties of the plume.

As part of this work we have used emission spectroscopy to investigate differ

ences in the dynamics of plumes created in some of these conditions (e.g. laser 

wavelength and fluence, target composition, pressure of background gas). We 

have realised a special spectroscopic apparatus with imaging capability for this 

study. This provided spatial information on the state of ionisation and excita

tion of the plume between target and substrate (typically 0 to 40 mm). Fast 

ICCD imaging was also used to provide temporal information to complement the 

spectroscopy.

Although PLD has proven to be successful in the synthesis of many materials, 

low Li content LiNb03 remains a barrier to fabricating device quality lithium nio- 

bate films [18]. Films of lithium flouride (LiF), another lithium-based compound, 

are under investigation due its suitability as an active tunable waveguide in the 

green-red visible region. To further understand lithium ablation, we have studied 

ablation plumes of lithium metal and lithium flouride using emission spectroscopy.
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1.3 Organisation o f thesis

This Thesis comprises 6 chapters.

Chapter 2 presents some fundamentals of laser ablation. Theoretical con

siderations in the experimental configurations are described. A summary of the 

current developments in laser ablation of Ga, GaN, Li and LiF materials is pre

sented.

Chapter 3 presents details on the emission spectroscopy, ultrafast imaging and 

ion probe experimental setups and the corresponding measurement techniques. 

Chapter 4 presents the results and analysis of the work with Ga and GaN, chapter 

5 presents the results and analysis of my work with Li and LiF and chapter 6 

presents the conclusions of the work and future prospects.
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C hapte r 2 

Laser A b la tio n  o f  Condensed 

T arge t M ate ria ls

2.1 Fundamentals o f Laser ablation

2.1.1 Laser-target interaction 

Laser light-material interaction

When laser radiation is absorbed in the surface region of a solid target the elec

tromagnetic radiation is initially converted into electronic excitation. When the 

EM field of the radiation reaches the metallic target surface it penetrates only 

to a very short depth called the skin depth. This is given by [19]:

where a ' is the electrical conductivity of the material ( f2-1 rrT1), fj,0 the perme

ability of free space (Hm_1), A is the laser radiation wavelength (m) and c is the 

velocity of light (ms-1 ).

From table 2.1, which lists S values for Nd:YAG laser radiation incident on 

gallium metal, we can see that the skin depth is of the order of a few nanometres.
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laser 5[nm)

1064 «  15.7

532 «  11.0

355 «  9.1

266 « 7 .8

Table 2.1: Skin depth in Gallium metal.

The electric field amplitude E  of the incoming laser radiation is given by [20]:

/  2$  N1/2
E = ( — )  (2.2)

Vcne0/

where $  is the irradiance (Wm-2 , e0 the permittivity of free space (Fm_1 and 

n is the refractive index, So a material with a refractive index of 2 absorbing 

radiation of 5 x 108 W m ~2 power density will be subjected to a field strength of 

~  4 x  105 V m ~l . When such fields interact with conduction electrons, heating, 

evaporation and ionisation occur before the end of the laser pulse.

In metals thermal conduction carries the heat, initially concentrated in the 

skin depth, deeper into the metal lattice to a depth of lT , known as the thermal 

diffusion length, given by [21]

lT =  2-v//ct (2.3)

where k is the thermal diffusivity (cm2s_i and r  is the laser pulse duration (s). 

This results in the emission of thermal particles as the vaporisation front moves 

with a velocity of lT/ r  to a depth of It -

In ablation of semiconductors at the power densities under consideration here, 

it is desirable that the photon energy is greater than the bandgap E9 of the semi

conductor. Thus, when an electron is excited from the valence to the conduction 

band an electron-hole pair is formed, which, on recombination, gives up its energy 

to the lattice, thus heating it. However, a small number of thermal electrons in 

the valence band are sufficient to absorb the laser in the material with consequent 

heating, evaporation and ionisation.
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In the case of insulators, the laser photon energy is considerably less than 

the bandgap of the material and the material is transparent to the radiation. 

Nevertheless free electrons are produced, for example via multiphoton absorption. 

Once the initial electrons are produced the laser begins to be absorbed, proceeding 

as in the case of metals and semiconductors.

Interaction regimes

Depending on the time scale of the absorption and heating processes just de

scribed and also the irradiance, a number of different interaction regimes may be 

defined [22], These are given in table 2.2 [23].

low I <  106 Wcm- 2

medium 106 Wcm -2 <  I <  1012 Wcm“2

high I  >  1012 Wcm ' 2

Table 2.2 Laser-material interaction regimes.

For gallium, which has a thermal diffusivity of 0.185 cm2«-1 , heat can pen

etrate only about 7 x  10-5 cm during a pulse duration of 6 ns (equation 2.3). 

However, if the pulse lasts 60 /¿secs, then heat can penetrate to about 0.7 cm into 

the same metal. So, from equation 2.3 we can define a thermal time constant 

for a material of thickness x as £  [24],

The laser pulse duration should be close to the thermal time constant value 

for melting and welding applications. If the pulse duration is appreciably shorter 

than this or the irradiation is higher, then vaporisation occurs which can be 

applied to drilling. Both of these effects take place in the low irradiance regime.

In the medium irradiance regime laser absorption in the vapor becomes im

portant. The amount of vaporised material is less than before but this material 

is heated and ionised by the laser to form a plasma. This is the regime of PLD 

applications.

In the high irradiance regime the laser light is significantly absorbed by the 

plasma and thus decoupled from the target surface. Consequently, most of the
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laser pulse energy is used to Heat the plasma to high temperatures, becoming 

highly ionised. For example, research into inertial confinement fusion falls into 

this regime.

Plasma formation and interaction with laser light

In nanosecond laser ablation of metals in vacuum, at irradiances higher than the 

irradiance threshold for evaporation, an ionised vapour (plasma) is formed above

the target surface which can be heated and further ionised. In simplest terms 

plasma is matter in a state of ionisation, either partial or complete, i.e. it is a

where ne is the electron number density and nz  is the density of ions of charge 

number Z.

Unlike in neutral gases the Coulomb forces between charged particles in a 

plasma are both relatively strong and long-ranged. For this reason considerable

often quantified in terms of a sphere with a radius known as the Debye length, 

XD, beyond which the effects on a charge are screened. This radius is given by

where the temperature, T , is in K, the electron number density, ne, is in m-3 

and \ d is in units of m.

The dominant laser photon absorption process for a plasma obtained in 

our conditions is collisional absorption (also known as Inverse Bremsstrahlung). 

Other absorption mechanisms usually having much smaller cross sections, for 

example photoionisation [26] or resonant absorption (non-linear effect). Inverse

"gas" of electrons and ions. This “gas" is assumed to be quasi-neutral

ne =  x  Z ) (2.4)

numbers of particles in a plasma interact with one another and they tend to 

respond collectively to any disturbances. This dominance of collective effects is

[25]:

(2.5)
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Bremsstrahlung (IB) is a process whereby electrons accelerated by the electric 

field of the focused laser light undergo momentum transfer collisions with ions 

via their Coulomb interaction. The absorption coefficient for IB is given by [27]

/  \

Kv -

7.8 x 10~9Z n 2J n A  (u) 

v2 (kBT )S
V

(2 .6)
/

where k^T is in eV, Z  is the ionic charge, ne is the electron number density, v 

and vv are the wave and plasma frequencies, respectively, k (v )  is the minimum 

of vr/wpPmin and vr/ojPmin, v t  is the thermal velocity of the electrons and p min 

is the minimum impact parameter for electron-ion collisions (pmin — maximum 

of Ze2/k s T  or h/2'K(mekBT )1//2).

1 0 '  1

105

1 05-

^  1 04 t
I

f . 1 0 1!

“*10  

ioS 

10 ° i  

10'1

▼ a 
A

?
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□
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□
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o

□
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x
+
♦

s+
♦

T

»+

■ ns=o.9 nc(1064)
•  n ,=o .9 nc(532 )
A n -0 ,9  0,(355)
▼ 11.-0.9^(268)
□ na»0,l nc(t064) 
o n -0.1 nc(532)
A n - 0 1  nc(355) 
v  n.,-0.1 nc(Z68)

«  n -1 x 1 0 Jnc(i064) 
+ n=1x103nc(532)

X n„-1x10anc(355) 

x  n =1x103 n (266)

2.660x1 O'7 5.320x1 O'7 7.980x10‘7 1.064x1 O'6

wavelength (m)

Figure 2.1: Dependence of k v on wavelength for various electron densities at T  =  3 eV.

At the beginning of the laser absorption process w »  ojp and the factor 

in large brackets in equation 2.6 may be taken as unity (where u> =  2itu and 

uip — 27TVp). Therefore the rate of absorption varies as n2J u j2 (figure 2.1). As
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the energy is absorbed the electron temperature increases and produces further 

ionisation which increases ne.

As the absorption increases and, thus, the ionisation, cop approaches and 

becomes comparable to u)L (laser light frequency) at a surface with a density 

nc, known as the critical density, at some distance into the plume. The critical 

density of a laser produced plasma may be determined using the equations [25]:

, — 3\ e0m eu 2L
nc{m  d) -  — g2—

(ra~3) =  3.14 x 10_14aj£,
1021

(cm~3) =  ^  (2.7)

where e0 is the permittivity of free space, m e is the electron mass, a is the 

angular frequency of the laser radiation (=  ojp, plasma frequency, at nc), Al  

is the laser wavelength expressed in /¿m and e is the electronic charge. At this 

surface the plasma is opaque to the incoming laser radiation and it is reflected out 

again and in the region immediately before this surface the absorption coefficient 

becomes very large.

As a result of all this the laser radiation may no longer reach the target surface 

until the plasma has expanded sufficiently for ne to drop below nc. Equation 2.6 

shows that the IB process is less efficient in the UV than in the visible or IR 

regions of the spectrum due to the cj~2 dependence. Table 2.3 lists nc values for 

Nd:YAG laser radiation,

Alaser nc(cm - 3)

1064 fa 8.8 x IO20

532 «  3.5 x 1021

355 fa 7.9 x 1021

266 fa 1.4 x 1022

Table 2.3: Critical density for Nd:YAG laser radiation.
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2.1.2 Expansion of a laser ablation plume

During a typical PLD laser pulse a layer of ablated material is formed above the 

target. This layer then expands into its vacuum or atmospheric environment. 

These two regimes will be described in the following paragraphs.

Plume expansion in vacuum

Analytical solutions to the set of hydrodynamic equations describing the expan

sion of a laser ablation plume have been found [28, 29]. The plasma is assumed to 

behave as a high-temperature high-pressure gas initially expanding ¡sothermally 

for the duration of the laser pulse, and subsequently expanding adiabatically after 

termination of the laser pulse. The isothermal expansion in vacuum during the 

time interval of the laser pulse is described by [28]

v t J \ d X  d2X \  / l  dY  d2Y \  „ ^ J l d Z  d2Z \  kBT0
m  7 - ^ -  +  - n r ) = n t )  T -T r +  - n r ) = Z ( t )  - — +

t dt dt2 )  \ t  dt dt2 J \ t  dt dt2 J M
(2.8)

where T0 is isothermal temperature and X ( t) ,  Y (t)  and Z (t)  are the dimensions 

of the expanding plume in the directions x, y and z, with x and y on the target 

surface and z along the normal to the target surface. These solutions can only 

be obtained for Gaussian pressure and density profiles.

The adiabatic expansion of an isothermal (uniform temperature profile) plume 

in vacuum after the laser pulse has terminated is given by [28]

x «yoZo y - 1 ,

1 d f‘  1 dP 1 d f i M  \X ( i ) Y ( t ) Z ( t ) J  ■

where 7  is the ratio of specific heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, 

T0 is the temperature at the end of the laser pulse, M  is the mass of one particle 

of the plume species and X 0l Y0 and Z0 are the plume dimensions at the end of 

the laser pulse.

During the adiabatic expansion phase the thermal energy gained by the plasma 

during the isothermal phase is transferred to the plume species as kinetic energy. 

Equation 2.9 predicts that the plume acceleration will be greater along the smaller

12



initial dimension. After a brief acceleration phase the motion of the plume be

comes inertial.

Anisimov et al [29] have considered the case of an isentropic plume (uniform 

entropy profile) and also provide analytical solutions assuming elliptical pressure 

and density profiles. The inital heating phase by the laser was not considered by 

these authors.

Plume expansion in background gas

The interaction of laser ablation plumes with background gases, at typical pres

sures of the order of a few mbar or less, can result in the formation of molecular 

species due to gas-phase reactions between ablated material and ambient gas 

species. In reactive PLD these interactions are manipulated to produce novel 

species and materials. Background gas effects also play an important role in 

determining the spatial and velocity distributions of the species in the expanding 

plume.

As a laser ablation plume expands in a background gas it expends energy in 

the heating and moving of the gas (depending on gas pressure). This results 

in a deceleration of the plume-gas contact front. At higher pressures the plume 

dynamics differ from that of the free expansion regime observed in vacuum. 

Several models have been proposed to explain the expansion of PLD plumes into 

ambient gases [30, 31].

For a sufficiently high gas pressure, when the ablated mass is small compared 

to the mass of the background gas in motion, a shock front is formed and its 

position as a function o f time is given by [31]

Z(t) =  Co ( J )  '  t 215 (2.10)

where E 0 is the laser energy deposited in the initial vapour, p0 is the background 

gas density and £0 is a constant (see figure 2.2).

At low pressures, when the ejected mass is much greater than the mass of the 

background gas set in motion, the drag force model can be applied. Here, the

13



3.5 r

.o

T im e ,  t ( ¿ is )

Figure 2.2: Plot of plume edge position vs time with Shock and Drag model fits after [30].

viscous force is proportional to the velocity of the ejected material. The equation 

of motion is a =  —¡3v and the plume propogation can be written as [30]

v =  v0exp(—l3t) =  v0 — ¡3z (2-11)

z (t) =  Zf[ 1 — exp(—0t)\ (2.12)

where z j =  vq/P  is the stopping distance and ¡3 is the slowing coefficient (see 

figure 2 .2).

If the motion is high-speed another form of the drag model can be applied.

Here the slowing force is proportional to the square of the velocity. The equation

of motion is a =  —f3'v2 and one obtains [32]

z(t) =  -jÿln  (1 +  P'v01) (2.13)
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2.1 .3 Plasma equilibrium

Ablation plumes seldom achieve thermodynamic equilibrium. Although the de

parture may be small, a system to which a pulse is added or subtracted is, at 

least momentarily, out o f total thermodynamic equilibrium. Equilibria exist that 

are not complete thermodynamic equilibria.

Local thermodynamic equilibrium

increases with increasing size of a system, separate small parts of a system will 

reach a state of internal equilibrium long before they equilibrate with each other. 

Therefore, thermodynamic equilibrium is first restored locally and is called lo

cal thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). At sufficiently high densities, collisional 

processes, especially those involving electrons, play a more important role than 

radiative processes in determining the excited state populations. LTE requires 

that the free electrons are distributed according to a Maxwellian velocity distri

bution given by [25]:

LTE also requires that the bound electrons occupy discrete levels according to a 

Boltzmann distribution given by [19]:

where k denotes the upper level, n is the population density and the population 

in the kth level, g is the statistical weight and E k the energy of the kth level. 

The partition function U (T ) is given by [19]:

Thermodynamic equilibrium may be restored via collisions. Since relaxation time

(2.14)

(2.15)

The free particle densities are required to follow the Saha equation given by [19]:

(2.17)
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where Z  — 1 for a singly ionised atom, x ( Z —1) is the ionisation energy of Z  — 1 

times ionised atoms in eV and Te is in eV.

For the LTE model to apply the plasma electron density must be sufficiently 

high for collisional de-excitation to be at least, say, ten times more probable than 

radiative decay for all transitions. One can show that this is equivalent to the 

requirement that [19]

iVe >  1012T * X3( i,k )  (2.18)

where Te is in K, x (h k )  is the largest energy gap, in eV, between adjacent levels 

of the atoms and ions in the plasma and N e is in units of cm-3 . In an optically 

thick plasma LTE is valid at lower densities due to radiation being closer to 

equilibrium.

When collisions occur, a Knudsen layer may be formed in the vicinity of 

the surface area of the irradiated material [33], Within this layer, which ex

tends up to a few mean free paths from the target surface, a highly non

equilibrium collision process develops and results in a transition from the half- 

range Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of equation 2.14 to a full-range 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in a centre of mass coordinate system. In this 

case equation 2.14 contains a centre of mass velocity term and the flight distri

butions show a shift along the normal to target surface given by [33]:

where Tk  stands for the Knudsen layer temperature and v k  is the centre of mass 

velocity.

Coronal equilibrium

In very low density plasmas, such as those found in the solar corona, equilibrium 

is maintained between collisional excitation and ionisation from the ground state 

and radiative de-excitation and recombination from the upper levels to all lower 

levels. As the rates of the collisional ionisation and radiative recombination 

processes are proportional to electron density, the populations of the various ion
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species in the plasma are independent o f electron density. The Saha equation no 

longer holds but is replaced by the coronal equation given by [19]:

iVz+i _  S (Z ,T .) , , m
N z o r (Z  +  l ,T . )  1 '

where S (Z ,T e) is the collisional ionisation coefficient and aT(Z  +  1 ,T e) is the

radiative recombination coefficient [34], Interpreting data within coronal model

limits will depend strongly on cross-sections used for S (Z ,T e) and a r (Z  +  l , T e).

Collisional radiative equilibrium

In intermediate density plasmas neither LTE or CE models are valid. The coronal 

model, modified to take into account collisional transitions from the higher bound 

levels as well as radiative decay, and three-body recombination as well as radiative 

recombination, is known as the Collisional Radiative model. Using this model we 

have [35]
N z+1 = __________ S (Z ,T .)__________
N z cxr(Z +  l , T e) +  N eoizb(Z +  l , T e) 

where a 3(, is the coefficient for three-body recombination. This model is particu

larly appropriate in the 109 — 1011 Wcm-2 irradiance regime for medium to high 

atomic numbers. For low density plasmas N ea 3b <C 1 and the CR model reduces 

to the CE model. For high densities the CR model approaches the LTE model.

2.2 Emission and absorption o f radiation

A spectral line has a characteristic profile which is influenced by the conditions 

existing in the source. This profile can be used to ascertain local conditions in the 

source, for example temperature and density. Great care should be exercised when 

doing so, to remove unwanted contributions to the profile due to instrumental 

effects.
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2.2.1 Einstein coefficients and the line profile

The absorption or emission of a spectral line is determined by the population of 

the lower or the upper level of the line, respectively, and by Einstein’s transition 

probabilities and, in the case of absorption, by the intensity of the radiation field. 

Assuming thermal equilibrium, the relationships between the Einstein coefficients 

are provided by the application of the principle of detailed balancing and gives 

[19]:

gt 8?rhu3
A -k i =  — & i k -----ô—

9k c3

B ki =  ^ B ik (2.22)
9k

where A ki is the Einstein A  coefficient for spontaneous emission, B ki the Einstein 

B  coefficient for stimulated emission, &  and gk are the statistical weights of the 

lower and upper levels respectively. The Einstein coefficients are constants which 

depend only on the atomic properties and not on the actual situation o f the 

atom, despite the inital assumption of thermal equilibrium. Thus 2.22 is valid 

even in the absence of thermal equilibrium.

The emission coefficient ew is defined as the radiant energy emitted by a unit 

volume of the radiating gas per unit time, per unit solid angle, and per unit

frequency, see figure 2.3. This can be resolved into a discrete and a continuous

component [19]:

e(u>) =  £l (co) +  ec {oj) (2.23)

where £ l(w ) contains the spontaneously emitted energy within the spectral line. 

This energy emitted within a line per second and per era-2 is given by [19]:

£L (u>)duj =  ^ A kin k (2.24)
line 47T

where nk is the number of atoms per cubic centimetre in the upper quantum 

level k.

The linear absorption coefficient, k (oj), is defined as the attenuation, A<j>, of 

the intensity, 0, across an optical path (see figure 2.3), Arc, and is given by [19]

. . A  (j) . .

/
J ii



Figure 2.3: Schematic of absorption coefficient definition.

In Einstein’s classical treatment of the interaction of a two-level atom with 

a radiation field that is a slowly varying function of frequency, the transition 

probabilities are effectively averaged over the frequency response of the atom, i.e. 

over the line profile. Since line absorption is a typical resonance phenomenon it 

depends strongly on frequency. This dependence can be described by a normalised 

line shape function, <f>u . This profile is know as the Atomic Frequency Response 

given by [19]:

f  ^ d u  =  1. (2.26)
J line

If the upper quantum level k is not populated then the absolute value of k l {u ) 

is given by [19]:

[  KL(oj)doj =  — n iB ik (2.27)
J l in e  C

where to is the line centre angular frequency. Then from equations 2.26 and 2.27 

we obtain [19]:
hoj

kl (cj) =  — UiBikfiu. (2.28)

If some of the atoms are in the upper level k then we need to include the con

tribution of stimulated emission. The effective absorption coeffecient becomes 

[19]:

« lM  = (¡>w (i^iBik nkBki)
c
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=  Ki(w) ( l  -  5 i | “ )  . (2.29)

As with the emission coefficient, the absorption coefficient can be considered 

to have a continuous component and a discrete component [19]:

k(u>) =  k i(c j)  4- kc(oj). (2.30)

If there is stimulated emission then the k  terms should be replaced by «' terms.

2.2.2 Radiative Transfer

The radiant energy which penetrates a unit area in unit time within a unit solid

angle about the normal to the area is known as the total intensity, I ,  and is given

by [19]:

1 = f o r  A t ’ A A ’ A u ^ °  <2-31)

where the E  is the radiant energy, t  is the time, A  is the area and is the solid 

angle, see figure 2.4.

NORMAL

o
A H

Figure 2.4: Schematic of intensity definition.

For a spectral distribution one refers to the intensity in units of wavelength 

or frequency and we have [19]:

A F1
J <A> = lim  a m T a o a I  fo r  A < , A 4 A f i , A A - » 0  

A E
I(u )  =  l im - — — f o r  A t, A A , A il, Aw —> 0. (2.32)

v ’  A tA A A S lA u  v '

At the surface of a plasma or radiating gas /(A) or I  (to) is a directly observable 

quantity. From figure 2.5, the light intensity reaching an observer positioned at
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Figure 2.5: Schematic for discussion of radiation emission from plume.

x i has been accumulated from emission and absorption between x  =  0 and

x 0, the plume extent, but there is no emission or absorption outside this range.

The relation between the emission and absorption coefficients and the intensity

I(u>, x ) is given by [19]

dl(o j, x) _  ^  x)I(u>, x). (2.33)

This equation can be solved introducing the optical depth [19]:

fE 0
t '(oj, x ) =  / K'(to,x)dx\ d r ' =  — n'dx (2-34)

Jx

and the source function:

In the case of an optically thin plasma (t '( oj,0 ) <  1) we obtain:

f x 0
I( tu ,x 0) =  I (u ,  0) +  /  e(uj,x)dx. (2.36)

Jo

An absolute measurement of the total intensity of a spectral line emitted from 

optically thin layers primarily yields the density of atoms or ions in the upper state
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k of the line integrated along the line of sight. This total intensity obeys [36]

(2.37)

where r 0 is the classical electron radius, fk i is the oscillator strength, g, and 

gk are the degeneracies of the lower and upper levels of the transition and the

integral is over the line profile (see section 2.2.3).

From equations 2.15, 2.24, 2.36 and 2.37 one can derive an equation for the 

intensity of a spectral line emitted from LTE plasmas

where U (T ) is given by equation 2.16. Thus, if the plasma is in LTE, the 

population adhere to a Boltzmann distribution uniquely characterised by their 

excitation temperature, T^ c.

2.2.3 Line Broadening

One observes a spectral distribution 1(A) of the emitted or absorbed radiation 

around a central wavelength Ao =  hc /(E i -  E s) corresponding to a transition 

with energy difference A E  =  E i — E f  between upper and lower levels. The 

interval 5 \  = | A2 — Ai | between the two wavelengths Ai and A2 for which / (A i)  

=  / ( A2) =  / ( A0/2 ) is the Full Width at Half Maximum of the line (FWHM), 

often called the linewidth or half-width of the line.

There are a number o f physical mechanisms which give rise to this spectral 

distribution or broadening of a spectral line. These include lifetime broadening, 

broadening caused by the velocity distribution of the emitting species and Stark 

broadening from collisions with charged species.

Lifetime Broadening

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle shows that the uncertainty in the energy of 

a given state is inversely proportional to the uncertainty in the time during which

(2.38)
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the corresponding energy level is occupied

A E A t «  ~  (2.39)
27r

where A E  is the energy uncertainty, A i is the lifetime of the level and h is 

Planck's constant. As a result of this energy uncertainty a distribution is required 

to describe the probability of seeing a transition involving light of a certain fre

quency. The FWHM of this distribution for a particular level, k, is determined 

by the radiative lifetime of that level

r * ;-  h  -  k  (2-40)
where 7* is the radiative lifetime of level k. This gives a line profile which has a 

Lorentzian shape

' « < " > - (2-4 l)  
with a FWHM of A w i/ 2 =  r * j  =  T* +  i y

Doppler Broadening

The various atomic, ionic and molecular species in a PLD plume have velocity 

distributions. Light emitted from those in motion towards the observer is shifted 

to higher frequencies (blue-shift) and light emitted from those moving away is

shifted to lower frequencies (red-shift) at the point of observation. The observed

frequency is given by

u 1 =  uo ( l  -  — )  (2-42)
c

where v is the velocity, n  is a unit vector in the direction from the observer to 

the particle and c is the velocity of light (see figure 2 .6).

If the velocities of the species are distributed according to a Maxwellian veloc

ity distribution with temperature T, this gives a Gaussian line profile of FWHM 

[37]:

v > = 2t  ( T r to2Y  <2-43)

A u D, „  =  7.16 x  H r  (2 .44)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of Doppler effect geometry.

where M  in (2.43) is the particle mass in kg, // =  M /m u in (2.44) is the particle 

mass in atomic mass units, u>q is the centre frequency in Mhz and T  is the plasma 

temperature in K.

Collisional Broadening

It is not always sufficient to consider species in PLD plumes as isolated from 

collisions with their neighbours. When a particle, A, with the energy levels £* and 

E k, aproaches another particle, B, the energy levels of A are shifted depending 

on the electron configurations of both particles and the distance, R, between 

the particles. These shifts, A E, may be different for each level and positive or 

negative. This interaction occurs when R <  R c , where 2Rc is known as the 

collision diameter.

If, during the collision time rc ~  R c/v  (where v is the relative velocity), 

particle A undergoes a radiative transition between the levels and E the 

frequency of the emitted or absorbed radiation depends on the distance R  at the 

time of the transition [38]

2* I E,(R ) -  E k(R) | 
u) ik — -  . (2-45)

If the particles in a gas or plume can be described by a pressure and temper

ature the distance R  will have a distribution with a mean value Rm. Thus, the 

emission or absorption lines will have a corresponding distribution and a peak 

value of Une(Rm) which may be shifted by A  (¿shift =  ojq -  u>ik-

When some of the collision particles are ions and electrons, the broadening 

and shift is known as the Stark effect. The linewidth of a Stark-broadened atomic
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line is approximately given by the sum of two (electron-impact and ion-impact) 

terms [5]

AA=2W ( w ) + 3M " L2Ar”1/3)w (wi) (2'46)
and can yield the electron density ne if  the two constants W  (the electron- 

impact width parameter)) and A  (the ion-broadening parameter) are among those 

tabulated from plasma spetroscopy measurements. The number of particles in 

the Debye sphere, N D, at plasma temperature Te is given by

713/2
N d =  1.7 x  10 —yt2 (2.47)

ne

with the Debye sphere radius (equation 2.5) now given by

XD =  740 ( — ) 2 (2.48)
\T lg  /

where Te is in eV  and ne is in cm -3 in both 2.47 and 2.48.

2.3 Laser ablation o f Ga and GaN

2.3.1 Deposition parameters

Various groups have utilised pulsed laser deposition to successfully grow thin films 

of crystalline GaN. Different experimental configurations and parameters such as 

laser wavelength and fluence, nature of target material, nature and pressure of 

ambient gas were used. In these studies the target was either (1) liquid or solid 

gallium, or (2) a polycrystalline pellet made from compressed GaN powder. The 

nitrogen source was N2 or ammonia (NH3) or atomic N from a plasma source.

Mah et al [12] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN 

powder in 2.2 x  10-1 Torr N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (r iaaeT =  23 ns)

at a target-substrate distance of 3 cm. Mah et al [13] have also grown GaN

thin films from a pressed target o f GaN powder in 2.2 x  10-1 Torr N2 with 248 

nm KrF laser radiation (r/aser =  23 ns) at a target-substrate distance of 3 cm
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and a fluence of 4 Jem-2 on target. O'Mahony et al [14] have grown GaN thin 

films from a pressed target of GaN powder in both 2 x 10-6 and 0.13 mbar N2 

with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (r<Q5e7. =  23 ns) with a spotsize of 4 x 1 mm, a 

fluence of 2.5 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate distance of 3 — 5 cm.

Xiao et al [39] have grown GaN thin films from a liquid Ga metal target 0.75 

to 1.0 Torr NH3 with 193 nm ArF laser radiation with a spotsize of 2.5 x 1 mm, 

a fluence of 10 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate distance of 5 cm. Cole et al 

[15] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN powder in 0.04 to 

0.2 mbar N2 and NH3 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (Tiaser =  23 ns) with a 

fluence of 2.8 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate distance of 4.5 cm. Middleton et 

al [16] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN powder in 0.13 

mbar N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (r iaseT =  23 ns) a fluence of 2.8 Jem-2 

and at a target-substrate distance of 3.5 cm.

Cazzanelli et al [17] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN 

powder in both 0.2 mbar NH3 and 0.1 mbar N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation 

('Tiaser =  23 ns) with fluences of 3.6 Jem-2 and 2.8 Jem-2 , respectively, and at 

a target-substrate distance of 3.5 cm. W illmott at al [40] have grown GaN thin 

films from a liquid Ga target in 4 x  10-2Pa N2 and NH3 with 248 nm KrF laser 

radiation ( r ioier =  17 ns) with a spotsize of 0.15±0.1 cm and a fluence of 5 ± 1  

Jem-2 . Niehus et al [41] have grown GaN thin films from a liquid Ga target with 

1064 nm Nd:YAG laser radiation.

Takahashi et al [42] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN 

powder in 1 x  10-2 Torr N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (Tiaser =  20 ns) 

with a fluence of 3.0 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate distance of 5 cm. Tong et 

al [43] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN powder in 5 Pa 

N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation at a target-substrate distance of 3 — 6 cm. 

Sanguino et al [44] have grown GaN thin films from a liquid Ga target in both 

0.2 mbar N2 pressure and a RF discharge pressure of 1 mbar N2 with 1064 nm 

Nd:YAG laser radiation (Tiaser =  5 ns). Vinegoni et al [45] have grown GaN thin 

films from a pressed target of GaN powder in 2 x  10~3 to 0.15 mbar NH3 with 

248 nm KrF laser radiation, a fluence of 4 -  6 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate
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distance of 3.5 cm.

Cole et al [46] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN powder 

at a pressure of 3 x 10-10 Torr with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (Tiaser =  23 ns) 

a fluence o f 2 -  5.9 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate distance of 5 cm. Wang 

et al [47] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN powder in 

10~5 to 2 Torr N2 with 266 nm frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG laser radiation at 

a fluence of 1.2 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate distance of 3.5 cm.

Ohta et al [48] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN 

powder in 5 x  10"2 Torr N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (r/aier =  20 ns) at 

a fluence of 3 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate distance of 5 cm. Ohta et al [49] 

have also grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN powder in 1 x 10-2 

Torr N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (rioier =  20 ns) at a fluence of 3 Jem-2 

and at a target-substrate distance of 5 cm.

Sudhir et al [50] have grown GaN thin films from a pressed target of GaN 

powder in 10~5 to 10-1 Torr N2 with 248 nm KrF laser radiation (riaseT =  38 

ns) at a fluence of 2 — 6 Jem-2 . Ito et al [51] have grown GaN thin films from 

a pressed target of GaN powder in 1 x  10-2 Torr N2 with 248 nm KrF laser 

radiation (Tiaser =  20 ns) at a fluence of 3 Jem-2 and at a target-substrate 

distance of 5 cm. Basillais et al [52] have grown GaN thin films from a solid 

target of Ga in 0.01 mbar N2 and a nitrogen R.F. discharge with 248 nm KrF 

laser radiation (r iaseT =  25 ns) at a fluence of 6 Jem-2 .

It can be concluded that despite the different experimental conditions all 

authors report successful growth, which suggests a need to unravel the elementary 

mechanisms at play. The above paragraphs are summarised in table 2.4.
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Author A L p'gas T F S D T-S

Mah [12] 248 2.2 x  10"1 Torr N2 GaN 3

Mah [13] 248 2.2 x  IO-1 Torr N2 Ga IM 4 3

O'Mahony [14] 248 2 x  10_6/0.13 mbar N2 GaN 2.5 4 x 1 3-5

Xiao [39] 193 0 .7 5 -1 .0  Torr NH3 liq. Ga 10 1 x 2.4 5

Cole [15] 248 0.04 — 0.2 mbar N2/N H 3 GaN 2.8 4.5

Middleton [16] 248 0.13 mbar N2 GaN 2.8 3.5

Cazzanelli [17] 248 0.2 mbar NH3/0.1 mbar N2 GaN 3.6/2 .8 3.5

W illmott [40] 248 4 x  IO"3 Pa N2, NH3 Liq. Ga 5±1 1.5±1

Niehus [41] 1064 liq. Ga

Takahashi [42] 248 1 x  10-2 Torr N2 GaN 3 5

Tong [43] 248 5 Pa N2 GaN 3-6

Sanguino [44] 1064 0.2/1 mbar N2 liq. Ga

Vinegoni [45] 248 2 x 10-3 — 0.15 mbar NH3 GaN 4-6 3.5

Cole [46] 248 3 x  10-1 Torr GaN 2-5.9 5

Wang [47] 266 10-5 -  2 Torr N2 GaN 1-2 3.5

Ohta [48] 248 5 x  10~2 Torr N2 GaN 3 5

Ohta [49] 248 1 x  10- 2 Torr N2 GaN 3 5

Sudhir [50] 248 IO“5 -  10"1 Torr N2 GaN 2-6

Ito [51] 248 1 x  IO-2 Torr N2 GaN 3 5

Basillais [52] 248 0.01 mbar N2 Ga 6

Table 2.4: Experimental parameters used by various groups 

(where \ L is in nm, T  is the target material, F is the fluence 

in Jem-2 , S is the spotsize in mm and D t-s  is the target 

to substrate distance in cm).
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2.3.2 Plume diagnostics

Diagnostic studies of ablation plumes of Ga or GaN are less numerous than those 

relating to material properties of GaN thin films,

A number of authors have studied plume dynamics using Ion Probes to mea

sure the kinetic energies of ions in GaN PLD plumes. O'Mahony et al [14] 

reported a kinetic energy value of ~  130 eV for Ga ions with a probe 3 cm from 

a target of pressed GaN powder with 248 KrF laser radiation at a fluence of 2.5 

Jem-2 in 10-6 mbar. Cole et al [15] reported a kinetic energy value of 70 eV for 

a target of pressed GaN powder with 248 nm KrF laser radiation at a fluence of

2.8 Jem-2 at 4.5 cm above target surface. Cazzanelli et al [17] reported mean 

kinetic energy values of 69 and 14 eV for Ga and N ions in 0.1 mbar N2 for a 

target of pressed GaN powder with 248 nm KrF laser radiation at a fluence of

2.8 Jem-2 .

Time Of Flight Mass Spectrometry has been used to study plumes of Ga by 

Di Palma et al [53] in NH3 at a fluence of 5 Jem-2 using 532 nm frequency 

doubled Nd:YAG or 248 nm KrF laser radiation. This author reported Ga(NH3)„ 

clusters with n =  1 — 9.

Extreme Ultraviolet spectroscopy was used by Mah et al [54] to study ablation 

of Ga and GaN targets by 1064 nm laser radiation at 10 Jem-2 in vacuum with 

the author reporting absorption spectra and absorption contour plots for various 

distances above the target surface and time delays after the laser pulse arrival. 

Singly ionised Ga density values o f 3 ±  1 x 1016 cm-3 at 15 mm above target 

and 100 ns after laser and 2 ±  1 x 1014 cm-3 at 4 mm and 500 ns were reported 

along with a velocity of 5 x  10s cms-1 corresponding to a temperature of 4 eV.

Mizuno et al [55] used streak photography to estimate plume velocities and 

kinetic energies employing a Shifted Centre-of-Mass Maxwell Boltzmann velocity 

distribution to interpret the image results. A drift velocity of 9 x  105 cms-1 and 

a thermal velocity of 6 x 105 cms-1 were reported with corresponding drift and 

thermal kinetic energies of 29 eV and 13 eV.

To date, no detailed spectroscopic study of Ga and GaN laser ablation plumes 

has been performed.
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2.4 Laser ablation o f Li and Li compounds

LiNbOa has been grown by PLD by various authors and with varying degrees 

of success. Ritomov et al [56] reports growth of both LiNb03 and Li-deficient 

LiNbOs in 0 .1-0.2 mbar 0 2 using 248 nm KrF laser radiation at fluences of 2.5-

3.5 Jem-2 and target-substrate distances of 4-5 cm. Ghica et al [57] also reports 

growth of both LiNb03 and Li-deficient LiNbOg in 5-20 Pa 0 2 using 248 nm KrF 

laser radiation at fluences of 4-8 Jem-2 and a target-substrate distance of 3 cm.

Recently films of LiF have been successfully grown by PLD. Using 193 nm 

ArF laser radiation at 3-30 Jem-2 Henley et al [58] has grown films in 1 x  10-6 

Torr at a target-substrate distance of 5 cm. Perea et al [59] has grown LiF films 

with 2-10 Jem-2 from a 193 nm ArF laser in both 10-s mbar and 10_1 mbar He 

at a target-substrate distance of 3 cm.
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Figure 2.7: Spectrum of LiAg; broken - experimental; solid - synthetic (from [60] with 
permission of editor).

Spectrally resolved fast imaging was used by Sherrill et al [60] to study LiAg 

ablation with 1064 nm laser at 1 Jem-2 (see figure 2.7). The author estimates 

an electron density of 5 x  1017 cm-3 and a temperature of 1 eV. Sherrill et
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al [61] obtains an electron density of 1 x 1017 cm-3 in ablation of LiAg with 

1064 nm laser at 1 Jem-2 . In both cases a reversal of the lithium 670.8 nm 

( Is 2.2s — ls 2.2p transition) and 610.3 nm ( ls 2.2p — Is 2.3d transition) emission 

line intensities from the expected ratio is reported.
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Figure 2.8: Spectra of LiF at 0 mm, and 25 mm, above target (from [58] with permission 

of editor).

Optical Emission Spectroscopy has been used by Henley et al [58] to study 

LiF plumes ablated with 193 nm ArF laser radiation at 6 Jem-2 . Again the 

author reports a lithium line intensity reversal (see figure 2 .8).
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2.5 Conclusions and objectives o f the present 

work

Despite the large interest in growing films of GaN by the Pulsed Laser Deposition 

technique, only a small number of authors have studied PLD-regime ablation 

plumes of Ga or GaN by spectroscopic techniques. Thus, this thesis presents 

a detailed spectroscopic and fast imaging study of Ga and GaN plumes over a 

range of N2 pressures from 10-7  mbar to 5 mbar and laser wavelengths through 

266 nm, 355 nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm.

Similarly, few spectroscopic studies of Li ablation plumes have been in the 

PLD regime and so this thesis presents spectroscopic and fast imaging study 

of Li and LiF ablation plumes expanding into vacuum using a number of laser 

wavelengths and spot dimensions typical of PLD conditions.

The spectroscopic setup will be described in detail in chapter 3. However, 

the principle consists of imaging the plume onto the entrance slit of an imaging 

spectrograph, equipped with a 2D  detector, with the expansion axis of the plasma 

along the slit. Thus, an intensity point in the recorded spectrum corresponds 

to both a unique height above the target surface and a dispersed wavelength. 

Briefly, the imaging setup provides a series of images of the expanding plume at 

various times and, so, gives spatial and temporal information.

It has been suggested that the presence of excited species and ions near the 

substrate play an important role in thin film growth by PLD. From the spectra 

we extract atomic level populations and excitation temperatures inter alia and 

estimate species velocities from the fast-frame imaging and ion probe techniques.
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C hapte r 3 

E xperim en ta l techniques and 

deta ils

3.1 Experim ental setup

3.1.1 Overview

Plan and elevation views of the stainless steel target chamber used for experi

ments are shown in figure 3.1. The chamber has two ports which were fitted 

with fused silica windows to transmit UV light, one for laser access to the target 

and the other for spectroscopic diagnostics of the ablation plume. There are also 

two BK7 glass ports for fast imaging purposes. The figure also shows the turbo- 

molecular pump used to evacuate the chamber. The complete pumping system 

comprised two rotary pumps and one turbomolecular pump and the pumping 

operation is described in more detail in section 3.1.3. We introduced N2 gas into 

the chamber and the pressure was controlled by means of a needle valve. The 

position of the ion probe, see section 3.4, is also shown and this could be rotated 

about the position of the laser spot on target.

We configured the target surface in a horizontal orientation to facilitate the 

use of molten gallium metal and the laser was incident on the target (Ga, GaN 

or Li) at a 45° angle to the surface normal. This horizontal target configuration
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provided a vertical ablation plume which facilitated the imaging of the plume onto 

the spectrograph slit and this will be detailed in section 3.2. A stepper motor 

was used to rotate the target after each laser shot and this was mounted on a 

translation stage which could position the target either horizontally or vertically 

to avoid cratering of the target (in the solid target cases).

Achromat

Spcctrugraph

Target
Holder

Ion Probe
Laser

Target
Translation 
Stages

Turbo
Pump

M otor

Figure 3.1: Schematic of laser and target chamber.

3.1.2 Laser and laser parameters

The laser used for the majority of the experiments was a Nd:YAG from Contin

uum. As well as the 1064 nm fundamental wavelength, there was also available 

the 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics at wavelengths of 532, 355 and 266 nm. Table

3.1 displays the maximum output energy from each harmonic.

Some control of the energy output could be achieved by varying the flashlamp 

voltage or the delay between the flashlamp trigger pulse and that of the q-switch. 

This is plotted in figure 3.2 for three different flashlamp discharge voltages.
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(m
J)

A/nser (tiTII) E (mJ)

1064 465

532 230

355 130

266 58

Table 3.1: Nd:YAG maximum pulse output.

Q-Switch Delay (ysj

Figure 3.2: Q-switch delay v.s. pulse energy.
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It can be seen that for this laser the maximum output occurs when the the 

q-switch delay is at «  180 ¿xs. The temporal profile of the output pulse was 

measured with a Tektronix TDS3032 oscilloscope (300MHz, 2.5 G samples/s) 

and is shown in figure 3.3 for this delay. As one increases the delay past 180 /j,s 

this temporal profile is degraded substantially. The FWHM was maintained at 

«  10 ns.

time (ns)

Figure 3.3: Laser pulse temporal profile.

Four plano-convex lenses were used to focus the laser onto the target surface. 

Each lens was specifically designed to have a focal length of 210 mm for the design 

wavelength, which were the four available laser wavelengths, respectively.

To control the laser fluence on target we estimated the spot size by firing 

through a target of aluminium foil while varying the position o f the focusing 

lens by a translation stage. An optical microscope was used to photograph the 

single laser shot ablation craters on aluminium foil. The laser spot size was then 

approximated as the crater dimensions (assuming all of profile makes crater). A 

typical crater is shown in figure 3.4, with typical spotsizes used in this work listed
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in table 3.2.

Figure 3.4: Typical ablation crater on aluminium foil.

Knowing the spot size it was then possible to control the energy on target 

by means of the flashlamp voltage. Additional control was provided by using a 

beamsplitter to dump energy out of the beam.

spot dimension 

115 x  80 ±  15 fxm 

340 x  250 ±  15 /im  

590 x  525 ±  15 //m

1 x  1 ±  0.015 mm

2 x  2 ±  0.015 mm

Table 3.2: Spot sizes used in experiments.

3.1.3 Procedures and operation

The system was pumped down in two steps: first an 8 m3h-1 rotary pump was 

used to bring the chamber down to 10-2 mbar before being isolated by a valve; 

then a 500 Is-1 BOC Edwards EXT501 turbomolecular pump (previously isolated
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from chamber by a gate valve), backed by an 18 m3h_1 rotary pump, was used 

to reach a base pressure of 4 x  10-7 mbar.

An active pirani gauge was used to measure the pressure in the chamber down 

as far as 10-3 mbar after which an active inverted magnetron gauge was used to 

measure lower pressures. A second active pirani gauge was used to monitor the 

backing pump performance.

When N2 gas was introduced into the chamber the turbo pump was isolated 

by the gate valve and the rotary roughing pump was used, in conjunction with 

the gas control needle valve, to maintain the pressure at the desired pressure in 

the range of 10_1 to 5 mbar.

3.2 Emission Spectroscopy

UV-visible emission spectroscopy can be employed to yield information about 

laser ablation plumes. Tables of atomic lines and molecular bands can be used 

to identify the emitting species in the plume. If the system is suitably configured 

these species can be studied as they travel from the target to the substrate.

Providing certain conditions are met, plume parameters such as Texc, nk and 

ne can be obtained for the plume. We have used a medium-quartz spectrograph 

utilising photographic film as a detector to study ablation plumes of Ga, GaN 

and Li.

Equation 2.38, section 2.2.2, gives the intensity of a spectral line emitted 

from an LTE plasma. From this we may obtain the excitation temperature, Texc. 

However, since the plasma is in LTE, the population adheres to a Boltzmann 

distribution and this temperature, Texc, may be obtained from the slope of a 

Boltzmann plot [62]:

Plotting these values for a number of spectral lines of different upper energy 

levels, Texc can be extracted from the slope m  =  - 1  /kBTexc. The accuracy of 

this method is improved by increasing the number of lines used for the plot and
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the energy spread along the x-axis (spread of E k's). This method was used to 

calculate excitation temperatures for Ga, GaN, Li and LiF plumes in Chapters 3 

and 4.

Using equation 2.37, absolute spectral line intensities, integrated over the line 

profile, can be used to calculate the population cross-section of the upper level 

of the transition. We have used this method to calculate upper level population 

cross-sections for Ga, GaN and Li plumes.

Equation 2.46 can be used to estimate ne, the electron density, provided the 

instrument function is well known. This method was used to measure ne in LiF. 

In the cases of Ga, GaN and Li the instrument function was estimated with a 

He-Ne laser but was found to be strongly dependent on wavelength. That is to 

say that the FWHM of the 633 nm line (He-Ne) was wider than the 610 nm line 

from a Li plume but narrower than the 670 nm line from a Li plume.

3.2.1 Medium Quartz Spectrograph

The experimental setup consists of imaging the plume, using a UV achromat, 

onto the entrance slit of a f/12 Hilger medium-quartz spectrograph with the 

expansion axis of the plume parallel to the entrance slit as shown in figure 3.5. 

Thus, an intensity point in the recorded spectrum corresponds to both a unique 

height above the target surface and a dispersed wavelength. No external shutter 

was used and, so, a point in the detector plane is integrated over the total 

duration of the plume emission.

The medium-quartz spectrograph has quartz refracting components, having a 

A range of 2000 A to 10000 A. The instrument consists of a slit, collimating lens, 

dispersing element (prism), a two-component camera lens, and a photographic 

plate/film cartridge (see figure 3.6).

Quartz occurs in two forms which rotate the plane of polarisation of light in 

opposite senses. Thus a 60° prism can be constructed of two 30° prisms, one 

from each variety of quartz, the second prism introducing a compensating rotary 

effect. This is known as a Cornu prism.

The collimating lens renders light from the slit parallel and, hence, eliminates
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Figure 3.6: Hilger medium-quartz spectrograph.

astigmatism in the prism, while the camera lens brings to focus the beams of 

light of different wavelengths emerging from the prism at different angles. Images 

of the slit are produced in the focal plane and in this position the photographic 

film is fixed in the holding cartridge. Since the focal plane of a medium-quartz 

instrument is flat no adjustment of focus is necessary for any part of the spectrum.

Three of the parameters governing the performance of this instrument are 

particularly important: reciprocal linear dispersion, spectral resolving power and 

curvature o f spectral lines. The refractive index of fused quartz vs wavelength 

varies in a non-linear fashion as can be seen in figure 3.7 (after [63]). The 

reciprocal linear dispersion for a medium quartz instrument varies from «  5 

A/mm at 2000 A, to almost 500 A/mm at 10,000 A. Thus, for studies in the 

UV region of the spectrum it is quite a useful instrument. The spectral resolving 

power can be expressed as

( 3 , )

The theoretical resolving power was calculated and is plotted in figure 3.8. It 

also varies non-linearly with respect to wavelength and from this it can be seen 

that the instrument is most useful in the UV end of its range.
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Figure 3.8: Theoretical resolving power of spectrograph.
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Due to the fact that light originating at the two ends of the slit pass through 

the prism in a direction which is slightly inclined to the principal plane, this light 

will suffer slightly more deviation than the light from the midpoint of the slit, 

which lies on the plane. Hence the images (spectrum lines) will be curved with 

their ends displaced towards the blue end of the spectrum. This can be seen in 

figure 3.9, a typical image of Ga in 10-7 mbar N2. This means that a wavelength

- r''■ ju j- ■ i. ahr I Hi h — I > . . -J . — IJ ■. . ..

Figure 3.9: Section of typical experimental spectrum of Ga plume expanding into vacuum.

calibration along the spectrum at a certain distance from the midpoint along any 

line will differ from the wavelength calibration at the end of the line. The radius 

of curvature can be calculated for a 60° prism to be

p = ( l  -  0.25n2Y \  (3.3)

At 2500 A, p «  467 mm and at 4046 A, p sa 515 mm, so the curvature varies 

across the spectrum.

The wavelength calibration of the spectrograph was performed using a mer

cury lamp with a quartz envelope (to transmit UV lines) and iron lines from a 

laser plasma. Figure 3.10 shows the mercury spectrum. Using a knife edge and 

the 250 nm line of galliumwe obtained the curve of figure 3.11. This is the edge 

function and corresponds to the integral of the line spread function [64]:

We(x) =  f  Wtdu (3.4)
7—00
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Figure 3.10: Spectrum of a Hg lamp.
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Figure 3.11: Scan across knife edge (data points) and line spread function (solid).



where We is the edge trace function and Wi is the line spread function. Differ

entiation of the edge function yields the line spread function and the width of 

this determines the spatial resolution. The value obtained is 80 //m. The solid 

angle subtended by the lens is given by Q =  where r  is the radius of the 

clear aperture and R  is the distance between plume and achromat and it's value 

is 1.593 x  10-3 Sr.

3.2.2 Photographic Film

Models of conventional photographic processes are usually based on the assump

tion that silver halide grains are simply photon receptors and recorders of spec

ified absorption, size, shape and photon threshold. When the threshold number 

of photons has been absorbed, the grains become activated in such a way that 

after development they have a new absorption, size and shape. A grain in this 

new state is a single image unit and further absorption of photons in excess of 

the threshold makes no additional contribution to this image.

Following absorption of a sufficient number o f light quanta, the silver halide 

grain has the property such that it may be preferentially reduced to silver with a 

suitable reducing agent (known as a developer). Although all grains will eventu

ally be reduced to silver if  developed for a sufficient time, the rate of reduction 

is very much greater for those grains which have absorbed the threshold number 

of quanta during exposure.

The exposure e is defined as the light energy received by one cm2 of the 

photographic layer during the exposure time t e. If the light flux is denoted by 

P ( t ) then [65]

e =  f  P (t)d t. (3.5)
Jo

The most common quantative measure of photographic output is the optical 

density of the developed layer. Light of intensity Jo is shone through the image 

(figure 3.12) and compared with the transmitted intensity I t ■ This gives us
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Figure 3.12: Incident and transmitted light.

D  =  log ioy- (3.6)
I t

D  =  - lo g wT  =  log10O (3.7)

where T  and O are the transmittance and opacity respectively. In practice the

density of a given image depends on the geometry of the measuring system and

the wavelength over which the density is measured.

Figure 3.13: Typical characteristic curve (after [65]).

The characteristic curve relates the output density to the logarithm of the
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input exposure as illustrated in the example of figure 3.13. The slope of the 

linear part of the curve is given by:

. . . .  dD 
d(log10e) '

The fog, D 0, is defined as the density of unexposed parts of the developed film. 

Therefore absolute exposure values (ergs/cm 2) can be obtained for recorded 

spectra if  7  and D 0 are known across the spectral range of the data. Figures 

3.14 and 3.15 show the spectral sensitivity and characteristic curves for Kodak 

HSI film (High Speed Infrared), the film used in this work. This film type is well 

characterised and no batch variation was assumed. Work was done only in the 

linear region.

The development of film from experiments was performed under strict timing 

conditions, see table 3.3. The developer used was D-76. After being continuously 

agitated in the development tray for the correct amount of time, the film was 

then transferred to the stop bath (Kodak Indicator stop bath) for 30 s. It was 

then placed in the fixer bath (Kodak Fixer) and continuously agitated for 10 

minutes.

Developer 18 °C to O O O 21 °C 22 °c 24 °C

Kodak D-76 11 9-2 7- ' 2

Table 3.3: Development time (minutes) for various temperatures.

The next step was to rinse the film under running water for 30 s. It was then 

placed in a tray of Kodak Hypo Clearing Agent for 2 minutes, to further wash 

the film, followed by 5 more minutes under running water. Lastly it was placed 

in a tray of Kodak Photo-Flo Solution to prevent water stains before being hung 

up to dry in a dust-free cupboard.

The Optical Densities across the films (spectral images) were measured by 

scanning with a 2000 dots-per-inch scanner. This scanner was calibrated using a 

set of known optical densities (calibrated neutral density filters: optical density 

known across the visible spectrum), figure 3.16, and the scanned images were
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Figure 3.14: Spectral sensitivity curves for HSI film.
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stored digitally (as 'raw' pixel images). Plotting the optical density of a pixel vs 

its z-position across the image yields a spectrum and these were extracted for 

various heights above the target surface (^/-positions).

Using the wavelength calibration, these ^-position values were converted to 

wavelength values. W ith these values the optical density values were then ma

nipulated, using the wavelength-dependent characteristic curves 7  values (figure 

3.15) extracted from the spectral sensitivity curve of the film and measured D 0 

values, together with the plume duration measured with the fast imaging tech

nique of section 3.3, to give the intensity of the light, in Wcm-2 , falling on the 

film at each pixel. The spectra were finally converted to plots of the spectral 

intensity in Wcm_2Sr_1A_1 vs A in A. Error bars of ±15 % were estimated from 

the wavelength-dependent characteristic curves, plotted in figure 3.15, and the 

wavelength, 7  and transmission fits.

Greyvalue

Figure 3.16: Calibration curve for scanner.
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3.2.3 Time-resolved monochromator measurements

Temporal evolution measurements of emission lines in ablation plumes were mea

sured using the setup shown in figure 3.17 at the Instituto de Optica, CSIC, 

Madrid.

X (motorised)

Mirror 2

Fast Photodiode

Fast
DigitiserBoxcar

Mirror 1

Photomulitplier Tube

Monochromator

Figure 3.17: Monochromator measurements system setup.

An ArF excimer laser (A =  193nm) was focussed on the target surface at an 

incident angle of 45°. The target was mounted on a rotating holder placed in 

a vacuum chamber (not shown) which was evacuated to a residual pressure of 

5 x 10_6mbar.

The laser ablation plume is imaged onto the entrance slit of a 0.05A resolution 

Czerny-Turner mount monochromator (3/4 m SPEX 1702) at a magnification 

of 1.78 using a lens and two steering mirrors. One of the mirrors was mounted 

on a motorised translation stage which allowed a controlled scan of the plume 

image across the vertical entrance slit of the monochromator. The optical image
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of plume was scanned along the normal to the target. The light emitted was col

lected by a photomultiplier (15 ns rise time) [66] connected to a boxcar averager 

for spectral recording or to a fast digitiser for transient emission measurements. 

Triggering was achieved with a fast photodiode.

time (us)

Figure 3.18: Typical monochromator experimental trace: emission as a function of time 

for 610 nm Li line.

Measurements were averaged over 5 laser shots in the case o f spectra and were 

single shot traces in the case of monochromator traces. A typical experimental 

trace is shown in figure 3.18. The instrument function was measured to be 0.44 

A for this system for the 610.8 nm lithum line using a hollow-cathode lithium 

lamp.

3.3 U ltrafast Im aging

Using the frame photography technique, imaging of the evolution of laser ablation 

plumes was performed using an ICCD. The Andor DH5H7 ICCD camera has two 

main components which are a CCD chip coupled to a gated image intensifier. 

This camera has a spectral range of 180 to 850 nm.
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Figure 3.19: Schematic of the ICCD camera (adapted from [67]).

The silicon CCD chip consists of a 2-D matrix of 512 x  512 photo-sensors or 

pixels, each 24 //m square. When light falls on a pixel element photoelectrons 

are produced and are confined to their respective elements. Thus, if an image is 

projected onto the array, a corresponding charge pattern will be produced. This 

is then transferred (readout) off the chip and into computer memory. A typical 

experimental image is shown in figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Typical images of Ga plume expanding into vacuum.

An image intensifier is a device that amplifies the intensity of an image. If 

it is placed before the CCD chip then it can enable imaging in low light level 

conditions, thus facilitating the observation of signals of intensities that might 

otherwise go undetected by the CCD chip alone. As well as amplifying, an image 

intensifier can be rapidly switched on and off, allowing it to be used as a very
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fast shutter. The minimum optical gate time of the DH5H7 camera system is 

2.9ns.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.21: Spectral response of Intensifier (adapted from [67]).

Vacuum

Coating

Figure 3.22: Schematic of the gated intensifier (adapted from [68]).

The intensifying unit itself has three main elements; photocathode, micro- 

channel plate (MCP) and output phosphor screen. It is housed in an evacuated
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tube with a front window which has a photocathode coated on its inside surface.

Photons from the image hitting the photocathode emit electrons from it, 

which are drawn across a short distance (~  0 .2mm) by an electric field towards 

the micro-channel plate (see fig 3.22).

The micro-channel plate is o f a honeycomb glass construction ~  1mm in 

thickness and has a high potential across it (500 to 1000 V) so that the photo

electrons will cascade down a channel producing secondary electrons and exiting 

as a cloud of electrons giving gains up to 104. Altering the potential across the 

plate allows one to change the gain setting of the camera to an appropriate value.

The output electrons from the MCP are finally accelerated across another 

small gap (~  0.5mm) by a potential of ~  6000 V to a phosphor coated fibre- 

optic window. This intensified image is then fibre-optic-coupled to the CCD chip 

where it is readout to the pc.

Using a knife edge the spatial resolution of the ICCD system was measured, 

in the same manner as in section 3.2.1, to be 384 ^m (figure 3.23).

pixel

Figure 3.23: Scan across knife edge (data points) and line spread function (solid).
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3.3.1 Spectrally resolved imaging

To facilitate spectrally resolved imaging of lithium ablation plumes two inter

ference filters, transmitting light in a small band centred on the 670.8 nm 

( Is 2.2s — ls 2.2p) and 610.3 nm ( ls 2.2p — Is 2.3d) neutral lithium transitions, 

respectively, were placed in front of the camera objective. This allowed the study 

of the expansion of the corresponding excited state species in the plume. The 

spectral transmission curves of the filters are shown in figures 3.24 and 3.25.

3.3.2 Measurement of velocity distributions

The ICCD images were calibrated spatially using a mm-scale ruler with 1 pixel 

corresponding to fa 0.1 mm, this is taken as the error bar. The spatial resolution 

was measured using a knife-edge and was found to be 0.4 mm (see figure 3.23). 

The position of the luminous edge of the plume was found by taking the second 

derivative of the spatial profile to find the point of inflection where the emission 

signal in the image goes to zero. When plotted versus time, the slope yields 

the velocity of the luminous edge of the plume. The luminous peak velocity 

can similarly be found by plotting the position of peak luminosity versus time. 

Velocities were estimated for Ga plumes expanding into N2 and also Li plumes 

in vacuum ablated with various spot sizes.

Time-of-flight profiles of laser ablation plumes can be constructed from plume 

emission images by extracting and plotting the variation of intensity with time at 

fixed distances above the target. If collisions occur the dynamics of the ablation 

plume may be described by the formation of a Knudsen layer (see section 2.1.3) 

in the vicinity of the surface area of the irradiated material [33]. With a change 

of variables from velocity to time, equation 2.19 becomes

where TK stands for the Knudsen layer temperature and u k  is the Knudsen layer 

velocity. These parameters were also calculated for Ga plumes expanding into 

IM2 and also Li plumes in vacuum ablated with various spot sizes.

(3.9)
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Figure 3.24: Transmission curve of I /F  671FS-10-25 (Act,ntre = 671 .5  nm).
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Figure 3.25: Transmission curve of I /F  59405# 1 ( \ Centre =  608.8 nm).
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3.4  Ion Probe

A Langmuir ion probe was setup in the vacuum chamber in collaboration with 

Trinity College Dublin. It was used to estimate the time of flight (TOF), peak 

velocity and kinetic energy of ablation plumes from a liquid Ga target. It was 

also used to measure the charge collected by the probe, both as a function of 

fluence and as a function of angle to the target normal.

3.4.1 Probe description

The probe consists of metal electrode exposed beyond an insulating casing in

serted into the plume, typically at a distance from the target equal to the target- 

substrate separation (d). Placing the probe at a negative bias (0 — 30V) will 

result in electrons being repelled and positive ions (which we assume to be Ga+ 

ions) attracted towards the probe. A 0.47 ¡ iF capacitor is connected in series 

with a 25 Q resistor and the biased probe and the charge collected in the probe 

can be determined by measuring the voltage drop across the load resistor with a 

fast oscilloscope.

3.4.2 Kinetic energy measurements

By looking at the current (or voltage) maximum in the time of flight spectra, 

the ion energy associated with the maximum flux of ions through the probe can 

be estimated

where m ca is the mass of the gallium ion, d is the distance of the probe above 

the target and tpeak is the time of arrival of the peak.

(3.10)
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Figure 3.26: Schematic of the ion probe apparatus.

3.4.3 Charge measurements

Integration of the TOF current over the pulse duration yields the total charge on 

the probe per pulse.

The integral is carried out over the duration of the TOF signal, from the time 

at which the laser strikes the target, io- to the end of the measured TOF signal,

t  f i n a l  ■

Assuming the ions are singly charged (Qgo+ =  1-6 x  10-19 C) at the distance 

of the probe above target (>  few cm), the average flux per pulse is determined 

as

(3.11)

(3.12)
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3.5 System synchronisation

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 3.27. The ICCD camera 

(see section 3.3, page 51) is sychronised and delayed with respect to the firing of 

the laser using two synchronised Stanford DG535 delay generator boxes. Using 

LabView virtual instruments these are controlled by a PC via the GPIB interface. 

The laser flashlamps are triggered at 10Hz continuously from 'delay generator 

1'. The PC sets off a sequence of events that fire the laser and gate the camera 

(i.e. switch on the intensifier). The PC sends a 'fire' signal via the m ulti-l/O  

box to close the 'switch' box. This lets the 'enable’ pulse from delay generator 

1' trigger 'delay generator 2 ' which then triggers the laser, intensifier gate and 

the stepper motor at specified delays with respect to the flashlamp trigger pulse 

(figure 3.28).
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Figure 3.27: Experimental setup for ultrafast imaging of laser ablation.
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Figure 3.28: Triggering sequence diagram.



C hapte r 4 

G allium  and G allium  N itr ide  

Results and Analysis

4.1  Spectroscopy

Spectral images of Gallium Nitride plumes expanding into vacuum (10-7 mbar 

N2) and a background gas (5 mbar N2) are shown in figure 4.1 using a fluence of 

5 Jem-2 and a spotsize of 2 x 2 ±  0.005 mm with different laser wavelengths to 

ablate the target. These were recorded using photographic film as the detector 

(see section 3.2.2). The spatial scale is indicated in the images, as is the position 

of the target surface. One observes from the images that a continuum was present 

above the target surface which typically extended 1 to 2 mm. Above 2 mm the 

plume emission consists mainly of discrete atomic or ionic lines. The maximum 

emission occurs in the continuum region and decreases with distance from target.

It can be seen that a certain number of lines were still emitting up to ~  30 

mm or more away from the target, others tended to emit until ~  15 mm and 

still others until just ~  5 mm. The lines in the vacuum cases were all assigned 

to gallium lines (see table 4.1 which lists the measured and assigned values of 

the lines numbered in figure 4.1). In the case of an ambient N2 gas pressure, the 

same gallium lines were present and were broadened with respect to the vacuum 

case, however no N or N+ lines were observed.
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Figure 4.1: Space resolved emission spectrum of an ablation plume of GaN created at a 

fluence of 5 Jem-2 with different laser wavelengths (ALaser) and N2 background pressures 

(mbar).

turni) tMjjni (iiflu) aauipKl
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Line Meas. À (Â) NIST A(Â) Assign. fk i Qi~9k

1 2418 2418.69 G a l 4.4e-03 4 - 2

2 2424 2423.98 G a III

2 2424 2424.36 Ga III

3 2450 2450.08 G a l 5.0e-02 2 - 4

4 2500 2500.19 G a l 4.8e-02 4 - 6

5 2513 2513.55 G a II

6 2624 2624.82 G a l

7 2659 2659.87 G a l 1.3e-02 2 - 2

8 2700 2700.47 G a II

9 2719 2719.66 G a l 1.3e-02 4 -  2

10 or (b) 2780 2780.15 Ga II

11 or (a) 2874 2874.24 G a l 3.0e-01 2 - 4

12 2943 2943.64 G a l 2.7e-01 4 - 6

12 2943 2944.17 G a l 3.5e-02 4 - 4

13 2971 2969.41 Ga II

13 2971 2971 m ultiplet G a II

14 2993 2992.84 G a II

15 3375 3374.94 G a II

15 3375 3375.95 G a II

16 3520 3521.77 G a III

17 or (c) 3580 3581.19 G a III

17 3735 3734.85 G a II

19 3808 3806.60 Ga III

20 4034 « 4032.99 G a l 1.2e-01 2 - 2

21 4172 4172.04 G a l 1.2e-01 4 - 2

22 4253 4251-4 m ultiplet G a II

23 4381 4380.69 G a III

23 4381 4381.76 G a III

Table 4.1: Measured values of gallium lines and assignments.
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A number of lines appeared which did not originate on the target and these 

were attributed to excitation in the gas (and not target impurities). These are 

labelled ’+ ' in fig. 4.1. From figure 4.1 one can see the usefulness of this spatially 

resolved technique to track the various constituents of PLD plumes, especially if 

one considers the image in terms of a "steady state” plume.

4.1.1 Emission spectra o f Gallium plume

The emission spectra for a Ga plume at 2 , 4 and 6 mm above target surface is 

shown for 1064 nm and 532 nm laser radiation (2.5 Jem-2) in figures 4.2 and 

4.3 . This is the result of scanning across , for example, figure 4.1, at 2, 4 and 

6 mm above target, respectively. From figures 4.2 and 4.3 one observes that 

the intensity of all the plume emission lines diminishes as one looks further away 

from the target surface, eventually being below the detection limit.

6mm

wavelength (A)

Figure 4.2: Ga in 10~7 mbar N2 at 2, 4 and 6 mm from target surface, A£0ger =  1064 nm, 

2.5 Jem"2.
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Figure 4.3: Ga in 10 7 mbar No at 2, 4 and 6 mm from target surface, A Laser =  532 nm 

2.5 Jem- 2 .

4mm

wavelength (A)

Figure 4.4: Ga in 10 7 mbar N2 at 2, 4 and 6 mm from target surface, A Laser =  355 nm 

2.5 Jem“ 2. 66



Figures 4.4 and 4.5 shows emission spectra from Ga plumes generated with 

355 and 266 nm laser radiation, respectively, and correspond to the same condi

tions as figures 4.2 and 4.2 (2.5 Jem-2 , 10~7 mbar N2, liquid Ga target).

6mm

wavelength (A)

Figure 4.5: Ga in 10“7 mbar N2 at 2, 4 and 6 mm from target surface, A Laser =  266 nm 

2.5 Jem- 2 .

Influence of laser wavelength

One may observe, from the preceding figures, that the emission intensity of the 

plumes scale downwards with decreasing laser wavelength. This is illustrated in 

figure 4.6 which plots the integrated intensity of Ga, Ga+ and Ga2+ marker lines 

vs laser wavelength at a fluence of 2.5 Jem-2 . These lines are marked as (a), (b) 

and (c) in figure 4.1 and correspond to the 2874.24 A , 2780.15 A and 3581.19 

A lines from table 4.1. This effect does not seem to be strongly dependent on 

ionisation as a similar pattern is followed by all three lines. However, the effect 

is less significant for neutral Ga at short laser wavelengths.
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Referring to figure 2.1 on page 10 showing the inverse bremsstralung ab

sorption coefficient vs wavelength, we note that the ablation plume absorbs the 

incident laser radiation to a higher degree at higher laser wavelengths. This 

absorption excites the particles in the expanding plume, thus the excitation tem

perature of ablation plumes created with IR radiation will be higher than that of 

plumes created with UV radiation and they will show a higher emission intensity.

Eo
*
IT
C/5 Cœ 
c

laser wavelength (À)

Figure 4.6: Ga emission in 10 7 mbar N2: ion stage vs A Laser, 2.5 Jem 2, 5 mm above 

target.

This increased absorption of higher laser wavelengths also has the effect 

of lowering the laser intensity reaching the target compared with shorter laser 

wavelengths [69]. This reduces the amount of material ablated and the energy 

initially deposited in it, thus driving an expansion which is slower with 1064 

nm than 266 nm laser radiation. Thus, with shorter laser wavelengths the laser 

reaches the target creating a faster, denser but colder (less absorbing) plume and 

with a higher proportion of neutrals, when compared to longer laser wavelength 

plumes. This was observed in the case of lithium ablated with 266, 532 and 1064 

nm laser raditation at a fluence of 6.5 Jem-2 and is tabulated in table 5.3.
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Influence of pressure

The emission spectra from a Ga plume at 10~7, 10-2 , 10“1 and 5 mbar N2 

background gas pressures is shown at 5 mm above target surface in figures 4.7 

and 4.8 for 1064 and 532 nm laser radiation at 2.5 Jem-2 on a liquid gallium 

target. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 shows emission spectra from Ga plumes generated 

with 355 and 266 nm laser radiation, respectively, and correspond to the same 

conditions as figures 4.7 and 4.8 (2.5 Jem-2 , liquid gallium target, 5 mm above 

target).
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2800 3200 3600 4000 4400
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Figure 4.7: Ga in (a) 10 7, (b) 10 2, (c) 10 1 and (d) 5 mbar N2, 5 mm from target 

surface, XLaser =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.8: Ga in (a) IO-7 , (b) 10-2 , (c) 10 1 and (d) 5 mbar Ni, 5 mm from target 

surface, XLaser =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.9: Ga in (a) 10~7, (b) 10“2, (c) 10 1 and (d) 5 mbar N2, 5 mm from target

surface, X lq ,sqt — 355 nm.
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Figure 4.10: Ga in (a) 10 7, (b) 10 2, (c) 10 1 and (d) 5 mbar N j, 5 mm from target 

surface, A Laser =  266 nm.

It may be observed, in all cases, that the emission was substantially enhanced 

in 5 mbar N2 whereas in the range of 10- 7-10-1 mbar gas pressures there were 

very little differences in the spectra. This pattern was reproduced for all four laser 

wavelengths. This is illustrated, for 1064 nm laser radiation, in figures 4.11, 4.12 

and 4.13 where the integrated intensity (integrated over A and f i)  is plotted vs 

distance above target surface for each of the three marker lines, respectively, at 

each abmient gas pressure. These marker lines have been indicated in figure 4.7.

Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 shows this for 532 nm laser radiation, 4.17, 4.18 

and 4.19 for 355 nm laser radiation and figure 4.20 shows the 266 nm laser 

radiation case (absence of ionic emission).
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Figure 4.11: Ga: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of No, \Laver — 1064 nm.
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Figure 4.12: Ga: Ga+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of
pressures of N2, A La se r =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.13: Ga: Ga2+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N*, A Laser =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.14: Ga: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of

pressures of N2, Ai a , er =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.15: Ga: Ga+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of Ng, X iaaer =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.16: Ga: Ga2+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of

pressures of N2, \L a s e r  =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.1.7: Ga: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2, ALaser =  355 nm.
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Figure 4.18: Ga: Ga+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of

pressures of N2 , A La se r =  355 nm.
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Figure 4.19: Ga: Ga2+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2 , A Laser =  355 nm.
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Figure 4.20: Ga: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of

pressures of N2 , P hase r =  266 nm.
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The fast frame imaging technique suggests, in section 4.3, that the plume 

acts as a piston propogating into the ambient gas at supersonic speeds and forms 

a compression front which may support a shockwave [30]. This decelerates the 

plume and heating occurs in the region just behind the compression front [70]. 

This conversion of the plume particles kinetic energy to thermal energy behind 

the compression front results in enhanced emission from this region [71].

One can see that for the 5 mbar case at all laser wavelengths that the emission 

increased sharply from the surface up to a maximum distance and then decreased 

more slowly. This max distance is listed in table 4.2. The maximum distance for 

the neutrals and different ion stages vary, being shorter for more highly charged 

ions. This is because the higher ion stages recombine more quickly in the denser 

region close to target and has also been observed in ion probe measurements of 

GaN target ablation in N2 using KrF 248 nm laser radiation at a fluence of 2.5 

Jem '2, [14], where the ion probe signal is reduced at higher ambient pressures.

Xlaser (nm) Ga Ga+ Ga2+

266 3 - -

355 5 3 1

532 7 4 3

1064 12 9 4

Table 4.2: Position (in mm) of emission peak in 5 mbar N2 (fluence =  2.5 Jem 2).

It can be seen from the table that the plume intensity increases with laser 

wavelength which can be understood in terms of laser absorption in the plume, 

as discussed in section 4.1.1.

Mah et al, [72], grew GaN films by PLD using a liquid gallium target with 

KrF 248 nm laser radiation at 8 Jem-2 . The author reports that at pressures 

of <  3 Torr N2 (<  2.25 mbar) crystalline GaN could not be grown and, so, N2 

pressures of 5 Torr (3.75 mbar) were used. This suggests that the arrival on 

target of neutrals and ions, excited in these conditions, plays an important role 

in film growth.
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4.1 .2 Ga level populations in Ga plume

From the integrated intensities of the 417.2, 287.4, 272.0 and 250.1 nm lines, and 

using equation 2.37 and tabulated data [73], one can estimate the populations 

in the 4s25$ («  3.1 eV), 4s24d (w  4.3 eV), 4s26s (~  4.7 eV) and 4s25d (ss 5.1 

eV) excited levels. The estimation of populations hinges on the fact that these 

are absolute intensities. The level populations are shown in figures 4.21, 4.22,

1E12

E
3 , 1E11
x-o

1E10

n
31

—I------ '--------1-------'-------1-------'-------1 
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

(eV)

■ 2mm
• 4mm
□ 6mm
0 8mm
+ 10mm

5.0

Figure 4.21: Level populations of Ga (Ga plume in 10 7 mbar N2) vs excited state energy 

at various distances from target surface, A Laser =  1064 nm.

4.23 and 4.24 for a Ga plume, generated by 1064, 532, 355 and 266 nm laser 

radiation, respectively, at various distances above the target surface. Since the 

spectra are integrated along the line o f sight through the plume and over the 

emission duration, so too are the population estimates. However, as the plume 

passes any point above the target quite fast, this emission duration is short 

(?a 200 - 300 ns, as we shall see in section 4.3.2).
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Figure 4.22: Level populations of Ga (Ga plume in 10 7 mbar N2) vs excited state energy 

at various distances from target surface, X[ja„er =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.23: Level populations of Ga (Ga plume in 10 7 mbar N2) vs excited state energy 

at various distances from target surface, A laser =  355 nm.
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Figure 4.24: Level populations of Ga (Ga plume in 10-7  mbar N2) vs excited state energy 

at various distances from target surface, \Laser =  266 nm.

4.1 .3 Excitation tem perature in Ga plume

Figures 4.25 and 4.26 display Boltzmann plots for Ga plume in 10-7 mbar N2 

(ALaser =  1064 nm, fluence =  2.5 Jem-2) at 2 and 4 mm above target. These 

were plotted using equation 3.1, section 3.2, and the excitation temperature Texc 

can be extracted from the slope of such a plot. The error bar is the experimental 

value combined with a value of 10 % from the oscillator strength (varies from 3 

to 50 %). In figures 4.27, 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30 the excitation temperature from 

these plots are displayed vs distance above target surface in the same conditions 

(^Laser =  1064, 532, 355 and 266 nm, respectively, fluence =  2.5 Jem-2 , 10-7 

mbar N2). The errors bars in these figures are from the respective Boltzmann 

plots for each distance.
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Figure 4.26: Ga Boltzmann Plot (10-7 mbar N2) at 4 min from target, ALauer — 1064 nm.
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Figure 4.27: Ga: T exc (in 10 7 mbar N2 ) vs distance from target surface, A/,ascr =  1064

One observes that the temperature drops off from an initially higher value to 

a constant value after a few mm. This is more pronounced at 1064 nm where the 

temperature drops from a maximum value of ~  30000 K close to target to ~  7000 

K for greater distances. In the 532 nm laser radiation case the temperature is 

~  10000 K close to target, dropping to ~  5000 K farther away, while at 355 

and 266 nm the temperatures are close to ~  4000 K. This behaviour has been 

observed by Fuso et al [74] in ablation of Ti with XeCI 308 nm laser radiation at 

2 Jem-2 where the time-resolved temperature dropped from a maximum value 

of 30000 K to 7000 K.

It has also been reported by Hermann et al [75] in ablation of Ti with XeCI 308 

nm laser radiation at 12.5 Jem-2 . Here the time-resolved temperature dropped 

from an maximum value of ~  3 eV (~  35000 K) to less than 1 eV (~  11600 

K). Toftmann et al [76] report time-resolved temperature estimations using ion 

probe measurements of Ag ablation plumes created with 355 nm Nd:YAG laser
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Figure 4.28: Ga: T exc (in 10-7  mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, A Laser =  532
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Figure 4.29: Ga: T exc (in 10~7 mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, A La ser =  355

nm.
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radiation at 0.8 and 1.3 Jem 2. Temperatures typically dropped from ~  1 eV to 

less than 0.5 eV.

distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 4.30: Ga: T ea;c (in 10-7  mbar N 2 ) vs distance from target surface, A Laser =  266

The temperatures estimated here support the discussion of section 4.1.1, 

where we suggested that the ablation plumes created by laser radiation of higher 

wavelengths would have higher excitation temperatures due to their higher ab

sorption of the laser radiation.

We have also estimated the excitation temperatures in the case of gallium 

plumes expanding into 5 mbar of N2. These are shown in figures 4.31, 4.32, 4.33 

and 4.34 for plumes ablated with 1064, 532, 355 and 266 nm laser radiation at 

a fluence of 2.5 Jem-2 .

One observes that the temperatures initially decreased from a high value, as 

in the vacuum case. However, further from the target surface.the temperature 

increased to a 2nd maximum value (lower than the initial maximum value) before 

decreasing more slowly. This supports the discussion of section 4.1.1 where we
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4.31: Ga: Tea!C (in 5 mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, Aiaeer =  1064 nm.

Figure 4.32: Ga: Tea;c (in 5 mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, X ia s e r  =  532 nm.
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suggested that a compression front develops and results in the conversion of the 

plume particles kinetic energy into thermal energy.

4.1 .4 Emission spectra o f Gallium Nitride plume

Since many authors have successfully grown GaN films from a GaN target, see 

section 2.3.1, spectra were also recorded for ablation plumes created on a target 

of pressed GaN powder. The emission spectra for GaN plumes at 2 mm above 

target surface are shown for (a) 1064, (b) 532, (c) 355 and (d) 266 nm laser 

radiation (2.5 Jem-2 , 10-7 mbar N2) in figure 4.35.

wavelength (A)

Figure 4.35: GaN ablated with (a) A Laser =  1064, (b) A Laser =  532, (c) A Laser =  355 and 
(d) A Laser =  266 nm at 2.5 Jem-2 in 10-7  mbar N2 at 2 mm from target surface

On comparison with figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, which are the corresponding 

spectra for a liquid gallium target, one sees little difference in the spectra. Again 

there is an absence of atomic or ionic nitrogen emission, despite the fact that 

nitrogen is present in the GaN target.
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One may, again, observe that the emission intensity of the plumes scale 

downwards with decreasing laser wavelength, though this is less significant for 

neutral Ga. This is illustrated in figure 4.36 which plots the integrated intensity 

of the Ga, Ga+ and Ga2+ marker lines vs laser wavelength. This figure shows 

the same behaviour as figure 4.6 and the reader is referred to the discussion in 

section 4.1.1.

laser wavelength (A)

Figure 4.36: GaN emission in 10-7  mbar N2: ion stage vs A Laser-

The emission spectra from a GaN plume at 5 mbar N2 background gas pres

sure is shown at 5 mm above target surface in figure 4.37 for (a) 1064, (b) 532, 

(c) 355 and (d) 266 nm laser radiation (2.5 Jem-2 ).

It may be observed, in all cases, that the emission is substantially enhanced 

in 5 mbar N2 when compared with the 10~7 mbar case of figure 4.35 due to 

collisions between the plume particles and those of the gas. This is illustrated, 

for 1064 nm laser radiation, in figures 4.38, 4.39 and 4.40 where the integrated 

intensity is plotted vs distance above target surface for each o f the three marker 

lines respectively, at each ambient gas pressure.

Figures 4.41, 4.42 and 4.43 show this for 532 nm laser radiation, 4.44, 4.45
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and 4.46 for 355 nm laser radiation and figures 4.47 and 4.48 show the 266 nm 

laser radiation case.

wavelength (A)

Figure 4.37: GaN ablated with (a) A Later =  1064 nm, (b) A Laser =  532 nm, (c) A Laser =  
355 nm and (d) A Laser =  266 nm at 2.5 Jem 2 in 5 mbar N2 at 5 mm from target surface

One can see that for the 5 mbar case at all laser wavelengths that the emission 

increased sharply from the surface up to a maximum distance and then decreased 

more slowly. This pattern of behaviour is identical to that from a liquid gallium 

metal target and the reader is referred to the discussion of section 4.1.1 where 

we suggested that collisions between plume and gas leads to enhanced excitation 

and emission from the plume. This can be related to the fact that various authors 

successfully grew films in a range of conditions (see section 2.3.1) and points to 

an underlying common growth mechanism.
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Figure 4.38: GaN: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2, A Laser =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.39: GaN: Ga+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2, A Laser =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.40: GaN: Ga2+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2, ^Laaer =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.41: GaN: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of

pressures of N2, ^ L a m r  =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.42: GaN: Ga+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2 , A/„aaer =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.43: GaN: Ga2+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of Na, A Laser =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.44: GaN: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of Na, ALaser =  355 nm.
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Figure 4.45: GaN: Ga+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2, XLaser =  355 nm.
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Figure 4.46: GaN: Ga2+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 
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Figure 4.47: GaN: Ga emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2 , Ai a,er =  266 nm.
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Figure 4.48: GaN: Ga+ emission intensity vs distance from target surface for a range of 

pressures of N2, A Laser =  266 nm.

4.1 .5 Ga level populations in GaN plume

The populations in the 4s25s («  3.1 eV), 4s24d (~  4.3 eV), 4s26s ((=» 4.7 eV) and 

4s25d ( «  5.1 eV) excited levels were estimated from the integrated intensities of 

the 417.2, 287.4, 272.0 and 250.1 nm lines in a manner similar to the previous 

case of section 4.1.2.

The results are displayed in figures 4.49, 4.50, 4.51 and 4.52 for a GaN 

plume, generated by 1064, 532, 355 and 266 nm laser radiation, respectively. 

These show similar behaviour to the gallium metal case. Note: some data points 

overlap.
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Figure 4.49: Level populations of Ga (GaN plume in 10 7 mbar Na) vs excited state 

energy at various distances from target surface, \  Laser =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.50: Level populations of Ga (GaN plume in 10 7 mbar N 2 ) vs excited state 

energy at various distances from target surface, ALaser =  532 nm.
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Figure 4.52: Level populations of Ga (GaN plume in 10 7 mbar N2) vs excited state 

energy at various distances from target surface, XLaser =  266 nm.
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4.1 .6 Excitation tem perature in GaN plume

In figures 4.53, 4.54, 4.55 and 4.56 the excitation temperatures, which were 

estimated from equation 3.1 in a similar manner to section 4.1.3, are displayed 

vs distance above target surface for a GaN plume created by A Laser =  1064, 532, 

355 and 266 nm laser radiation, respectively, at a fluence of =  2.5 Jem-2 in 10“7 

mbar N2.

distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 4.53: GaN: Tea:e; (in 10“7 mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, ALaser =  1064

The excitation temperatures in vacuum, which are similar values to those 

from gallium metal plumes, drop off with distance from target in a similar fashion 

to that o f gallium metal plumes as discussed in 4.1.3 and also with respect to 

the laser wavelength and the reader is again referred to section 4.1.1, where we 

suggested that the higher excitation temperatures at higher laser wavelengths is 

due to the higher absorption of the laser radiation.
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distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 4.54: GaN: Tea,c (in 10-7  mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, X Later =  532 

nm.

distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 4.55: GaN: T ea!C (in 10-7  mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, Xiater =  355 

nm.
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Figure 4.56: GaN: T cxc (in IO-7 mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, A Laser =  266
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Figure 4.57: GaN: T ea!C (in 5 mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, X ia s e r  =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.58: GaN: T eaiC (in 5 mbar N2 ) vs distance from target surface, XLaser =  532 nm.

distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 4.59: GaN: T exc (in 5 mbar N 2) vs distance from target surface, X ia s e r  =  355 nm.
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For GaN plumes expanding into 5 mbar of N2, we have also estimated the 

excitation temperatures. These are shown in figures 4.57, 4.58, 4.59 and 4.60 

for plumes ablated with 1064, 532, 355 and 266 nm laser radiation at a fluence

of 2.5 Jem-2 .

Similar to the gallium metal target case, the temperatures initially decreased 

from a high value before increasing to a 2nd maximum value (lower than the 

initial maximum value) before decreasing more slowly. Again, this supports the 

discussion of section 4.1.1 where we suggested that the interaction of the plume 

and ambient gas results in the conversion of the plume particles kinetic energy 

into thermal energy.
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Figure 4.60: GaN: T cxc (in 5 mbar N2) vs distance from target surface, XLatter — 266 nm.
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4.1.7 Spectral behaviour of nitrogen 

Atomic and ionic nitrogen

In the spectra recorded at N2 pressures up to 10-1 mbar, all the lines can be 

accounted for as transitions in Ga, Ga+ or Ga2+ (see table 4.1) however, atomic 

databases indicate a wealth of lines in the range 2000-5000 A for the NI-NVII 

ionisation stages [73].

However, in the course of the present work, we could not detect any spectral 

features that could be attributed to known emission lines in atomic nitrogen or 

its ions. Indeed, as can be seen from, for example, figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 

4.35, the Ga and GaN targets always produced similar spectra (free of atomic or 

ionic nitrogen emission).

We now discuss possible reasons for this absence of nitrogen emission. From 

[73] it can be seen that the radiation transitions probabilities are very small for 

low Z  elements, and decay is preferentially via Auger emission if  energetically 

possible. Also, Cowan et al [77] have seen that N-  can be produced from 

e +  e +  N +, with large cross-sections, suggesting that collisional de-excitation 

may be very efficient process here.

Another point is that the majority of the excited states involved in transitions 

that would produce lines in the region of the spectrum recorded have very high 

excitation potentials. The one exception is a low-lying level with a transition into 

the ground state, however this is, in fact, a forbidden transition.

Most likely the combination of small transition probabilities with high exci

tation potentials is the reason we cannot record any atomic or ionic nitrogen 

emission in our conditions.

Molecular nitrogen

Some extra lines appeared only at a N2 pressure of 5 of mbar. To aid in the 

identification of these lines and to determine whether the extra features are 

source features or ambient gas features, spectra were recorded in 5 mbar Ar. If 

similar features were observed in high pressure Ar then this would imply that the
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features originated in the target.

These lines are attributed [78] to molecular N2 emission, namely the N2 2nd 

positive system and the 1st negative system, and are displayed in figures 4.61, 

4.62 and 4.63.

N^ 1st negative system emission has been observed in ablation of graphite 

in nitrogen using a KrF 248 nm laser at ~  6 Jem-2  fluence in 0.5 Torr N2 by 

Vivien et al [79]. Both systems were observed by Dutouquet et al [80] in 1064 

nm ablation of a boron nitride target in N2. These authors also observe diatomic 

spectra of CN and BN, respectively, although the absence of lines which could 

be the GaN molecule does not rule out the presence of GaN molecules.

Comparing figure 4.1 and figure 4.61 we can see that the appearance of these 

lines spatially above target corresponds to the region where the velocity of the 

plume edge begins to slow appreciably, that is to say in the compressed region, 

where there is heating and excitation in the interaction of the plume with the 

gas.

wavelength (A)

Figure 4.61: Ga spectra in N2 vs Ar atmospheres, A Laser — 1064 nm, 2.5 Jem-2 .
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wavelength (A)

Figure 4.62: 2nd positive system of N2 , XLaser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem 2.

wavelength (A)

Figure 4.63: 1st negative system of N j , XLaser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem 2.



4.2 Ion probe measurements and analysis

Probe measurements were obtained for a GaN target in 10-7 mbar N2 with 1064 

nm laser radiation. The cylindrical probe was biased at —30 V. Its dimensions 

were 10 mm length and 0.5 mm diameter giving an effective area A  =  0.05 cm2. 

The probe was positioned at a distance of 4 cm from the target surface.

Figure 4.64 displays the collected charge as a function of laser fluence and 

shows a linear yield of ions with fluence. The results of the previous sections 

were for a fluence of 2.5 Jem-2 . The peak velocity of the ions was measured
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Figure 4.64: GaN (in 10 6 mbar N2 ); NGo+ collected by probe as a function of fluence, 

ALaser =  1064 nm.

and is shown in figure 4.65. From equation 3.10, the kinetic energy of the peak 

of the time-of-flight distribution is estimated. This is shown in figure 4.66 as a 

function of the laser fluence.
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Figure 4.65: GaN (in 10-8  mbar N2 ); velocity of TOF peak as a function of fluence, 

Aioser =  1064 nm.

Fluence J cm'2 
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Figure 4.66: GaN (in 10-8  mbar N2); TOF kinetic energies as a function of fluence, 

A L aser  =  1064 nm.



The ion probe signal at 4 cm from target for 2.5 Jem-2 ablation of GaN 

is shown in figure 4.67. Fitting the shifted centre of mass Maxwell Boltzmann 

distribution of equation 3.9 yields Tk  =  105 eV and u k  =  —2.9 x 10s cm-1. 

This may be compared to the values obtained from optical signals in section 

4.3.2. The negative sign may point to the large spotsize would have a gaussian 

distribution of expansion-driving temperatures, thus the shifted centre of mass 

Maxwell Boltzmann distribution may not be a good description. In addition we 

fitted a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution and this yields a temperature of 93 eV.

time (jxs)

Figure 4.67: Time-of-flight curve of GaN (in 10-6  mbar N2 ) A Laser =  1064 nm.

100 80

Figure 4.68: GaN (in 10 6 mbar N 2 ): polar plot of distribution of N<j0+ collected by the 

probe, XLaser =  1064 nm.
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The probe was also positioned at various angles to the target normal (plume 

expanison axis). This is shown in figure 4.68 as a polar plot and the results of 

an Acosn (8) f it  are listed in table 4.3 for various laser fluences.

Fluence (Jem  2) n

1.0 2.5

2.5 2.9

5.0 4.9

Table 4.3: Acosn (6) fit to angular distribution of ions.

Kelly [81] gives a similar power dependence for the shifted centre o f mass 

Maxwell Boltzmann velocity distribution where n fa (1 +  M )21 with the degree 

of forward peaking n related to M , the Mach number. From this we get values 

of M  =  0.55, M  =  0.66 and M  =  1.15 at 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0 Jem-2 , respectively, 

suggesting that the plume expansion is subsonic at lower fluences.

4.3  D igital fram e photography

A series o f images were recorded with the digital framing photography technique 

described in section 3.3, at various time delays with respect to the laser pulse, for 

ablation plumes of gallium only. This is justified because in the previous sections 

of this chapter we have seen that there are little differences between the ablation 

plumes of Ga and GaN targets.

False colour images of gallium plumes expanding into vacuum (10-5 mbar) 

and various N2 gas pressures (10-2 , 10-1 , 1 and 5 mbar N2) are shown in figures 

4.69, 4.70, 4.71, 4.72 and 4.73. The liquid target was ablated with 1064 nm 

radiation at a fluence of 2.5 Jem-2 . Images are displayed for time delays ranging 

from 100 to 1000 ns, at intervals of 100 ns, in each case and with an exposure 

duration of 2.7 ns. (Note: the intensity scales are not scaled with respect to 

intensifier gain setting in these images but subsequent processed data are.)
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Figure 4.69: ICCD images of Ga plume expansion from 100 ns (top left) to 1000 ns (bottom
right) after the laser pulse in 10-6  mbar N2, A La ser =  1064 nm.

Figure 4.70: ICCD images of Ga plume expansion from 100 ns (top left) to 1000 ns (bottom  

right) after the laser pulse in 10-2  mbar N2, \Laser =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.71: ICCD images of Ga plume expansion from 100 ns (top left) to 1000 ns (bottom

right) after the laser pulse in 10-1 mbar Na, Axa*er =  1064 nm.

Figure 4.72: ICCD images of Ga plume expansion from 100 ns (top left) to 1000 ns (bottom  

right) after the laser pulse in 1 mbar Ns, XLaaer =  1064 nm.
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Figure 4.73: ICCD images of Ga plume expansion from 100 ns (top left) to 1000 ns (bottom  

right) after the laser pulse in 5 mbar N2, A Laser =  1064 nm.

4.3.1 The expansion of the plume

From these images one can extract spatial profiles along the expansion axis of 

the plume at the various times recorded, as in figure 4.74. In figures 4.75 and 

4.76 spatial profiles are plotted for a range of gas pressures at 250 and 500 ns.

It is clear that the expansion behaviour in 10“ 1, 1 and 5 mbar N2 is very 

different to that at 10-5 and 10-2 mbar N2. At the higher pressures a bright 

emission peak is formed at the leading edge of the plume and the so-called plume- 

splitting behaviour is clearly visible [82]. The intensity of the peak increases with 

increasing pressure. This increased emission as pressure increases was also evident 

from the Ga and GaN spectra and has been discussed in section 4.1.1.

The position of the luminous edge of the plume was estimated by taking the 

second derivative of the spatial profile to find the point of inflection where the 

emission signal in the image goes to zero. This is shown at the pressures of 

interest in figures 4.77, 4.78, 4.79, 4.80 and 4.81.
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At the two lower pressures (10-5 and 10-2 mbar N2), in figures 4.77 and 4.78, 

the velocity of the leading luminous edge of the plume behaves in a linear fashion 

typical of the free expansion of a plasma plume. However, one can observe in 

figures 4.79, 4.80 and 4.81 the quite different expansion behaviour in the presence 

of higher pressures o f N2.

distance from target (cm)

Figure 4.74: Spatial profiles of Ga plume expansion in 10~5 mbar N2, A Laser =  1064 nm, 
2.5 Jem-2 .

The edge velocities in 10-5 and 10-2 mbar N2 were estimated from 4.77 and 

4.78 and are given in table 4.4.

P (mbar) Vedge (cms“ 1)

1(T 5 2.8 ± 0.2 x  106

IQ“2 2.5 ±  0.2 x  106

Table 4.4: Plume expansion edge velocities.
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Figure 4.75: Spatial profiles of Ga plume expansion vs pressure at 250 ns, Au»er =  1064 
nm, 2.5 Jem-2 .

distance from target (mm)

Figure 4.76: Spatial profiles of Ga plume expansion vs pressure at 500 ns, A/,0»er =  1064 
nm, 2.5 Jem-2 .
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time (us)

Figure 4.77: Ga plume edge expansion in 10“6 mbar N2, Ajr,attcr =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jcm~a.

time (fis)

Figure 4.78: Ga plume edge expansion in 10“2 mbar N2, A/j0scr =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem-2 .
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time (us)

Figure 4.79: Ga plume edge expansion in 10 1 mbar N2, XLaser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem 2.

time (us)

Figure 4.80: Ga plume edge expansion in 1 mbar N2 mbar, A Laser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem-2 .
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Figure 4.81: Ga plume edge expansion in 5 mbar Ns, Xhaeer =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem- 2 .

The data in figures 4.79, 4.80 and 4.81 (10-1 , 1 and 5 mbar N2) are fitted to 

the shock model of equation 2.10 in section 2.1.2, however it does not describe 

the data very well, although the fit improves at higher pressures. The classical 

drag model of equation 2.12 and the high-speed drag model of equation 2.13 

were also fitted. These provided much closer fits to the data at these three higher 

pressures, with the high-speed drag model being slightly better.

P (mbar) n (cm 3) A (cm)

io -5 2.4 x 1011 6.8 x 102tN1o1—1 2.4 x 1014 6.8 x IO“ 1

10-1 2.4 x 1015 6.8 x 10~2

1 2.4 x 1016 6.8 x IO“ 3

5 1.2 x 1017 1.4 x IO"1

1013 2.5 x 1019 6.6 x IO“ 6

Table 4.5: N2 Particle densities and Ga mean free paths in N2 at various pressures. 

The pressure "threshold" at which the expansion behaviour of the plume
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changes appreciably occurs at ~  lO^1 mbar. Below this value the plume passes 

through the ambient nitrogen gas unhindered. Above this value the plume no 

longer expands freely but is slowed and heated (see discussion in section 4.1.1).

Table 4.5 lists the mean free paths in N2 for the various pressures. This is 

the average distance that a gallium atom travels between collisions with nitrogen 

molecules and is given by

A =  (4-1)

where d =  3.7 A is the diameter of a nitrogen molecule and n  is the molecular 

number density calculated from p =  nkT. The "threshold" pressure, above which 

the plume expansion is modified, coincides with the pressure at which the gas 

flow state becomes continuous instead of molecular.

4.3 .2 The dynamics of the plume

The ICCD images were used to plot the variation of intensity with time at fixed 

distances above the target surface yielding the plume time-of-flight distribution. 

In figures 4.82, 4.83, 4.84, 4.85 and 4.86 the time-of-flight curves are plotted for 

Ga plumes in 10-5 , 10-2 , 10_1, 1 and 5 mbar N2. It may be observed that the 

time-of-flight curves are more intense and have a sharpened profile at the higher 

pressures and greater distances from target.

Fitting the shifted centre-of-mass Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, equation 

3.9, to the low pressure free-expansion cases yields the values listed in table 4.6. 

The velocity values for the centre of mass are an order of magnitude higher than 

the (negative) value estimated from the ion probe measurements (section 4.2).

P  (mbar) T k  (eV) u*r (cms x)

10~5 -1 5 2 6.2 x 106

Id “ 2 -1 5 2 6.2 x 106

Table 4.6: Plume expansion in N2.

The Knudsen layer temperatures are similar in magnitude to the corresponding
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ion probe estimate, however they must be considered with caution due to the 

negative value. This suggests that the velocities do not follow a shifted centre 

of mass Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, that is to say that this distribution is 

not a good description of the plume dynamics and translation temperature. The 

reason for this probably lies in the fact that since the laser has a gaussian profile, 

and therefore so has the spot on target (2 x 2 mm), then so too would the 

initial plume. This plume would then have a distribution of expansion-driving 

temperatures as opposed to a single value.
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Figure 4.82: Ga plume time-of-flight for various distances above target in 10 5 mbar N2, 

AL a ser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem- 2 .
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Figure 4.83: Ga plume time-of-flight for various distances above target in 10 2 mbar N2, 

ALaser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem-2 .
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Figure 4.84: Ga plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, in 10 1 mbar N2,

ALa ser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem- 2 .
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Figure 4.85: Ga plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, in 1 mbar Na, 

ALaser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem-2 .
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Figure 4.86: Ga plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, in 5 mbar N2 ,

ALa ser =  1064 nm, 2.5 Jem“2.
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C hapter 5 

L ith iu m  and L ith iu m  F louride  

Results and Analysis

5.1 Spectroscopy and Transients

5.1.1 Emission spectra of Lithium

Lithium metal was ablated in vacuum (10-s mbar l\l2) using three harmonics of 

a Nd:YAG laser, 266, 532 and 1064 nm, at fluences of 2.2 Jem-2 , 4.4 Jem-2 and

6.5 Jem-2 , respectively, with a spotsize of 115 x 80 /¿m. Spectra were recorded 

using photographic film as the detector (see section 3.2.2). Figure 5.1 shows the 

emission spectrum of a lithium plume expanding into vacuum at various distances 

above the target surface in the 1064 nm case. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are emission 

spectra for the 532 and 266 nm cases.

As with Ga and GaN plumes, one observes that the plume emission decreases 

with decreasing laser wavelength and increasing distance from the target surface, 

as do the number of emission lines. The lines have all been assigned to transitions 

in lithium and table 5.1 lists their photographically measured values and assigned 

values.
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Figure 5.1: Li in 10 5 mbar N2 at various distances from target surface, =  1064

nm, 6.5 Jem"2, 115 x 80 fim  laser spot.
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Figure 5.2: Li in 10 5 mbar N2 at various distances from target surface, X ia a e r  =  532 nm,
4.4 Jem- 2 , 115 x 80 /mi laser spot.
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Figure 5.3: Li in 10 5 mbar N2 at various distances from target surface, bottom Xiaser 

266 nm, 2.2 Jem- 2 , 115 x 80 /¿m laser spot.

^meas. (A) Assign AjV/5t (Â) fk i Ei (eV) Ek (eV) Config. 9i~9k

3196 Li II 3196.318 1.76e-02 69.58530 73.46315 ls.3d-ls.5f 5 - 5

3196 Li II 3196.318 1.41e-01 69.58530 73.46315 ls.3d-ls.5f 5 - 7

3196 Li II 3196.381 3.56e-04 69.58538 73.46315 ls.3d-ls.5f 7 - 5

3196 Li II 3196.381 1.26e-02 69.58538 73.46315 ls.3d-ls.5f 7 - 7

3196 Li II 3196.381 1.46e-0l 69.58538 73.46315 ls.3d-ls.5f 7 - 9

3233 Li 1 3232.657 1.83e-03 0.00000 3.834260 ls2.2s-ls2.3p 2 - 2

3233 Li 1 3232.657 3.67e-03 0.00000 3.834260 ls2.2s-ls2.3p 2 - 4

3685 Li II 3684.602 1.05e-01 68.78081 72.14478 ls.3s-ls.4p 3 - 5

3685 Li II 3684.700 6.29e-02 68.78081 72.14469 ls.3s-ls.4p 3 - 3

3685 Li II 3684.754 2 .10e-02 68.78081 72.14464 ls.3s-ls.4p 3 -  1

3915 Li 1 3915.30

Table 5.1: Measured values o f lithium lines and assignments.
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^ meas. (A) Assign Ajv/sr(Â) fk i Et (eV) E k (eV) Config. 9i~9k

3915 Li 1 3915.35

4133 Li 1 4132.557 4.52e-02 1.847819 4.847155 ls 2.2p-ls2.5d 2 - 4

4133 Li 1 4132.613 4.07e-02 1.847861 4.847157 ls2.2p-ls2.5d 4 - 6

4133 Li 1 4132.615 4.53e-03 1.847861 4.847155 ls2.2p-ls2.5d 4 - 4

4273 Li 1 4273.062 4.19e-03 1.847819 4.748535 ls 2.2p-ls2.5s 2 - 2

4273 Li 1 4273.124 4.20e-03 1.847861 4.748535 ls 2.2p-ls2.5s 4 - 2

4325 Li II 4325.342 3.83e-01 69.36922 72.23488 ls.3p-ls.4d 3 - 5

4325 Li II 4325.415 1.27e-01 69.36922 72.23483 ls.3p-ls.4d 3 - 3

4325 Li II 4325.419 4.28e-01 69.36936 72.23496 ls.3p-ls.4d 5 - 7

4325 Li II 4325.542 7.66e-02 69.36936 72.23488 ls.3p-ls.4d 5 - 5

4325 Li II 4325.615 5.10e-03 69.36936 72.23483 ls.3p-ls.4d 5 - 3

4325 Li II 4325.784 5.10e-01 69.36947 72.23483 ls.3p-ls.4d 1 - 3

4603 Li 1 4602.821 1.22e-01 1.847819 4.540722 ls 2.2p-ls2.4d 2 - 4

4603 Li 1 4602.889 1.10e-01 1.847861 4.540725 ls 2.2p-ls2.4d 4 - 6

4603 Li 1 4602.893 1.22e-02 1.847861 4.540722 ls 2.2p-ls2.4d 4 - 4

4672 Li II 4671.629 8.98e-01 69.58530 72.23854 ls.3d-ls.4f 5 - 7

4672 Li II 4671.764 2.27e-03 69.58538 72.23854 ls.3d-ls.4f 7 - 5

4672 Li II 4671.764 8.05e-02 69.58538 72.23854 ls.3d-ls.4f 7 - 7

4672 Li II 4671.764 9.30e-01 69.58538 72.23854 ls.3d-ls.4f 7 - 9

4672 Li II 4671.880 1.01e+00 69.58545 72.23854 ls.3d-ls.4f 3 - 5

5485 Li II 5483.462 3.43e-02 59.02083 61.28126 ls .2s-ls.2p

T—11C
O

5485 Li II 5484.403 1.71e-01 59.02083 61.28087 ls .2s-ls.2p 3 - 5

5485 Li II 5485.086 1.03e-01 59.02083 61.28059 ls .2s-ls.2p 3 - 3

5485 Li II 5485.65

6104 Li 1 6103.53 6.67e-01 1.847819 3.878609 ls 2.2p-ls2.3d 2 - 4

6104 Li 1 6103.64 6 .00e-01 1.847861 3.878614 ls 2.2p-ls2.3d 4 - 6

6104 Li 1 6103.66 6.65e-02 1.847861 3.878609 ls 2.2p-ls2.3d 4 - 4

6708 Li 1 6707.76 5.02e-01 0.00000 1.847861 ls2.2s-ls2.2p 2 - 4

Table 5.1: Measured values of lithium lines and assignments.
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^meas. (A) Assign ^ n is t {A) fk i E i (eV) E k (eV) Config. 9i~9k

6708 Li 1 6707.91 2.51e-01 0.00000 1.847819 ls2.2s-ls2.2p 2 - 2

8126 Li 1 8126.22 1.15e-01 1.847819 3.373130 ls 2.2p-ls2.3s 2 - 2

8126 Li 1 8126.45 1.15e-01 1.847861 3.373130 ls 2.2p-ls2.3s 4 - 2

Table 5.1: (continued)

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show emission spectra from 1064 nm laser radiation 

ablation of lithium with a spotsize of 2000 x  2000 ¿¿m at 10 Jem-2 and 1 Jem-2 

fluences. One observes Li+ (548.4 nm) emission from the 6.5 Jcm_2(figure 5.1) 

and 10 Jem-2 cases, but not at 1 Jem-2 .The emission spectra when 532 nm laser 

radiation was used to ablate lithium are displayed in figures 5.6 and 5.7. The 

spotsize was 2000 x  2000 /¿m and the fluences were 10 and 1 Jem-2 , respectively. 

The Li+ (548.4 nm) emission is overshadowed by scattered laser light, and this, 

in fact, dominates all spectra. For this reason the wavelength axis is broken in 

this region so as to ease the display of the rest of the spectrum.

The observation of ionic lithium lines can be understood in simple terms of 

inverse bremmstrahlung absorption, see figure 2.1 showing the inverse bremm- 

stralung absorption coefficient and section 4.1.1 where similar behaviour was 

discussed in the case of the gallium plumes. This increases the excitation tem

perature and, thus, the ionisation fraction. The integrated intensity of the 610.3 

and 670.8 nm lines (see table 5.1) is plotted in figure 5.8 for each laser wave

length in the case of a 115 x  80 ^m spot size and in figure 5.9 for each laser 

wavelength in the case of a 2000 x  2000 /¿m spot size.

For the lithium plumes created with laser higher fluences there is a larger 

intensity of this radiation available for absorption in the plasma, and the larger 

spotsize produces more particles, so a higher emission intensity is recorded from 

these plumes (figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.4: Li in 10-5  mbar N-> at various distances from target surface, A Later =  1064 

nm, 10 Jem-2 , 2000 x  2000 ¿tm.
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Figure 5.5: Li in 10 5 mbar N2 at various distances from target surface, Az,ascr =  1064
nm, 1 Jem-2 , 2000 x 2000 /¿m.
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Figure 5.8: Li plume emission vs laser wavelength, 115 x 80 fim  spot.
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Figure 5.9: Li plume emission vs laser wavelength, 2000 x 2000 /.¿m spot.
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5.1.2 Li level populations in plume

The populations in the ls 22p («  1.85 eV), 1<s23s («  3.37 eV), ls 23d («  3.88 

eV)r ls 24d (?» 4.54 eV) and ls 25d («  4.85 eV) excited levels can be estimated 

using equation 2.37 and the integrated absolute intensities of the 670.8, 812.6, 

610.3, 460.2 and 413.2 nm spectral lines.

1011
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• 4mm
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o 8mm
+ 10mm

Figure 5.10: Level populations of Li at various distances from target surface, Xia 

1064, 6.5 Jem- 2 , 115 x 80 ¡j,m laser spot.

These populations are plotted for each laser wavelength in figures 5.10, 5.11 

and 5.12 for various distances above the target surface. One observes, with 

all three laser wavelengths, that one can fit a straight line to the integrated 

populations of the ls 23s, ls 23d, ls 24d and ls 25d excited levels but that the 

population of the ls 22p excited level would not lie along this line. This suggests 

that the plume is in partial LTE and this will be further discussed in section 5.1.3. 

Populations are also plotted for the larger spotsize at 1 Jem-2 and 10 Jem-2 in 

figures 5.13 and 5.14 for 1064 nm laser radiation and 5.15 and 5.16 for 532 nm.
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Figure 5.11: Level populations of Li at various distances from target surface, ALaser =  532, 
4.4 Jem-2 , 115 x 80 yim laser spot.

m

Figure 5.12: Level populations of Li at various distances from target surface, A Laser =  266

nm, 2.2 Jem-2 , 115 x 80 ¿¿m laser spot.
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Figure 5.13: Level populations of Li at various distances from target surface, ALaser =  1064 

nm, 10 Jem-2 , 2000 x 2000 /¿m spot.
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Figure 5.14: Level populations of Li at various distances from target surface, \  Laser =  1064 
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5.1.3 Excitation tem perature in Li plume

Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 display the excitation temperatures for lithium ablated 

with 1064, 355 and 266 nm, at fluences of 6.5 Jem-2 , 4.4 Jem-2 and 2.2 Jem“ 2, 

respectively, with a spotsize of 115 x 80 ±  5 /¿m. These were estimated from 

equation 3.1 in a similar manner to that employed in section 4.1.3.

The populations estimates of section 5.1.2 suggest that the ls 22p excited 

level is not in thermal equilibrium with the ls 23s, ls 23d, ls 24d and ls 25d excited 

levels. Fujimoto et al [83] define levels as being in partial LTE from level p  if 

equation 2.17 applies to it and all higher-lying levels, so we have estimated the 

excitation temperature using the ls 23s, ls 23d, ls 24d and ls 25d excited levels.

distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 5.17: Li T exc at various distances from target surface, A Laser =  1064 nm, 6.5 
Jem-2 , 115 x 80 (im  laser spot.

The excitation temperature is also plotted for the larger 2000 x 2000 ± 5  /¿m 

spotsize at fluences of 1 Jem-2 and 10 Jem-2 in figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and

5.16 for 1064 and 532 nm laser radiation , respectively.
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distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 5.18: Li TCKC at. various distances from target surface, XLaser =  532 nm, 4.4 Jem-2 , 

115 x  80 /ira laser spot.

distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 5.19: Li T cxc at various distances from target surface, X Lase r =  266 nm, 2.2 Jem-2 ,

115 x  80 /ira laser spot.
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Figure 5.20: Li T txc at various distances from target surface, ALaacr =  1064, 10 Jem-2 , 

2000 x 2000 /um spot.
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Figure 5.21: Li T ea:c at various distances from target surface, XLaser -  1064, 1 Jem"2, 

2000 x  2000 fim  spot.
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Figure 5.22: Li T cxc at various distances from target surface, A Laser =  532, 10 Jem 2, 

2000 x  2000 ¿/m spot.

Figure 5.23: Li Teac at various distances from target surface, Xntner =  532, 1 Jem 2, 

2000 x 2000 ¡Jin spot.
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Similar to the Ga and GaN cases, one observes that the lithium excitation 

temperature drops off from an initially higher value to a constant value of about 

~  4000 K after a few mm. Gordillo-Vazquez [84] reported the excitation tem

perature using Nb emission lines in plumes of LiNb03, ablated with 193 nm ArF 

laser radiation at 1.2 Jem“ 2, giving values of ~  0.7 eV (~  8100 K) for both 

time-resolved and time-integrated measurements. Sherrill et al [60] reported an 

excitation of 1 eV (~  11000 K) in LiAg plumes ablated with 1064 nm laser at 1 

Jem-2 .

5.1.4 Lithium Flouride

Spectra of LiF ablation plumes were recorded using the setup described in section

3.2.3 at various distances above the target surface.

6106 6108 6110 6112 6708 6710 6712 6714 6716 6718 

wavelength (A)

Figure 5.24: Spatially resolved spectra of LiF, 10“5 mbar N2, 1.5 Jem“2, A Laser =  193
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These are shown in figure 5.24 for the 610.3 and 670.8 nm lines, where 

ablation was carried out with 193 nm radiation, from an ArF excimer laser, at a 

fluence of 1.5 Jem-2 and the plume expanded into vacuum (6 x 10~6 mbar Ar). 

The spectra are integrated over the plume duration.

Excitation temperatures were estimated using equation 3.1 and the peak 

heights of the 610.3, 460.2 and 413.2 nm lines (latter two lines not shown) in 

collaboration with F.J. Gordillo-Vazquez at Madrid. This is plotted as a function 

of distance in figure 5.25, where the error bars are estimated at ±10%. Again, 

similar to the Ga, GaN and pure lithium cases, the levels corresponding to these 

lines are probably in partial LTE.

distance from target surface (mm)

Figure 5.25: T exc from lithium emission spectrum obtained from ablation of LiF, 10-5  

mbar N2, 1.5 Jem- 2 , A Laser =  193 nm.

Using equation 2.46 in the case of the 610.3 nm line, together with the instru

ment function width, the electron density, Ne, was calculated, in collaboration 

with F.J. Gordillo-Vazquez, and is plotted in figure 5.26 as a function of distance 

above target. Bekefi [85] suggests that the errors in these type of measurements 

are in the 20-30% range, and so we have given an error bar of 30%, accordingly.
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Figure 5.26: Ne from lithium emission spectrum obtained from ablation of LiF, 10 6 mbar 

N2 , 1-5 Jcm~2, \ i a,er =  193 nm.
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Figure 5.27: LiF plume time-of-flight. for various distances above target, 10 5 mbar N2, 

1.5 Jcm~2, A£0i,e,. =  193 nm.
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Monochromator traces were recorded by setting the wavelength at the centre 

of the 610.3 nm line and recording the emission intensity as a function of time 

at various heights above the target (see section 3.2.3).

These time-of-flight curves are plotted in figure 5.27. From these transients 

one obtains velocities of 5 x 106 cms-1 and 3 x 106 cms-1 for the leading edge 

and transient peak, respectively (figures 5.29 and 5.29).

time (us)

Figure 5.28: Expansion of LiF plume luminous edge, 10~5 mbar N2, 1.5 Jem- 2 , \  Laser =  

193 nm.

Fitting shifted centre of mass Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, equa

tion 2.19, to these curves yields average values of 7 eV for 1 K and —2 x  106 

cms-1 for u*.

All the spectra recorded contained just four lithium lines (670.8, 610.3, 460.2 

and 413.2 nm) and no emission lines from flourine despite quite a number o f lines 

in the range 4000A to 8500A listed in atomic databases [73]. This is a similar 

situation to that of the absence of atomic nitrogen from the GaN ablation plumes 

of chapter 4.

From [73] it can be seen that all of the flourine excited states that would pro-
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time (^s)

Figure 5.29: Expansion of LiF plume luminous peak, 10-5  mbar N2 , 1.5 Jem- 2 , A Laser — 

193 nm.

duce lines in the region of interest have very high excitation potentials. Therefore, 

at this low fluence, it is possible that the LiF plume was not at a high enough 

excitation temperature (less than |  eV from figure 5.25) to excite the flourine 

out of its ground state excited level, and, so, flourine emission would not be 

observed. Also, as in the case of nitrogen, the radiation transitions probabilities 

are very small [73] in F, suggesting weak emission line intensities.

From previous discussions on the influence of the laser wavelength (sections 

2.1.1, 4.1.1 and 5.1.1), we note that the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption co

efficient is low for 193 nm laser radiation (figure 2.1) and thus little excitation 

of the plume via Inverse Bremsstrahlung would take place. This is supported 

by the value of the excitation temperature of less than \  eV from figure 5.25, 

whereas Tk  =  7 eV represents the average kinetic energy of expansion. How

ever, this value of TK should be considered with caution as uk comes out of 

the numerical fit with a negative sign suggesting that the shifted centre of mass 

Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution may not be a good description.
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5.2  D igital fram e photography

The temporal and spatial evolution of lithium plumes expanding into vacuum 

(5 x  10-6 mbar N2) were recorded for three harmonics of the Nd:YAG laser ( 

266, 355 and 1064 nm) and various ablation spot sizes and fluences, see table 

5.2.

The images were recorded either unfiltered or through interference filters for 

the 610.4 and 670.8 nm lines using the setup described in section 3.3.

A (nm) spot dimension Fluence (Jem 2)

266 115 x  80 ±  15 fj,m 2.2

532 115 x  80 ± 1 5  /an 4.4

1064 115 x  80 ±  15 /¿m 6.5

1064 340 x 250 ±  15 /¿m 6.5

1064 590 x 525 ±  15 /¿m 6.5

1064 1 x 1 ±  0.015 mm 6.5

1064 2 x 2 ±0.015 mm 6.5

Table 5.2: ICCD imaging conditions.

5.2.1 The expansion of the lithium plume

Spatial profiles were extracted from unfiltered images the along the expansion 

axis of the plumes. Typical profiles are displayed in figure 5.30, From these 

profiles the luminous edge position was obtained. This is plotted as a function 

of time, together with the luminous peak position (centre of luminosity, COL) in 

figures 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33 for the 115 x 80 /¿m spotsize at 1064 nm, 532 nm 

and 266 nm.

Figures 5.34, 5.35, 5.36 and 5.37 plot the larger spotsize, 340 x  250 /¿m, 

590 x  525 /im, l x l  mm and 2 x 2  mm) cases at constant fluence (6.5 Jem-2). 

The resulting velocities are given in table 5.3 for these cases.
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distance from target (mm)

Figure 5.30: Spatial profiles of Li plume expansion (unfiltered), 115 x 80 fim  spot, A Later =  

1064 nm, fluence =  6.5 Jem- 2 .

time (|iS)

Figure 5.31: Li plume expansion (unfiltered), A L a te r  =  1064 nm, 115 x  80 /¿m spot, 6.5

Jem- 2 .
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Figure 5.32: Li plume expansion (unfiltered), A Laser =  532 nm, 115 x 80 fj,m spot, 4.4 

Jem- 2 .

time (^s)

Figure 5.33: Li plume expansion (unfiltered), \L a e e r  =  266 nm, 115 x 80 /im spot, 2.2
Jem-2 .
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time (us)

Figure 5.34: Li plume expansion (unfiltered), XLaaer — 1064 nm, 340 x 250 /zm spot, 6.5 
Jem-2 .

time (|4S)

Figure 5.35: Li plume expansion (unfiltered), X Lase r =  1064 nm, 590 x 525 //m spot, 6.5
Jem-2 .
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Figure 5.36: Li plume expansion (unfiltered), Xiaeer =  1064 nm, l x l  mm spot, 6.5
Jem- 2 .

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
time (us)

Figure 5.37: Li plume expansion (unfiltered), Ax0«er =  1064 nm, 2 x 2  mm spot, 6.5
Jem“2.
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A (nm) spot dimension ^edge (cms 2) VCOL (cms 1)

266 115 x  80 ±  15 ¡im 3.6 X 106 1.7 X 106

532 115 x  80 ±  15 nm 2.7 X 106 1.3 X 106

1064 115 x  80 ±  15 nm 2.3 X 106 1.2 X 106

1064 340 x  250 ±  15 nm 7.6 X 10® 1.6 X 106

1064 590 x 525 ±  15 /zm 8.5 X 106 1.8 X 106

1064 1 x  1 ±  0.015 mm 7.4 X 106 2.0 X 106

1064 2 x 2 db 0.015 mm 7.6 X 106 0.8 X 106

Table 5.3: Lithium plume velocities (white light).

Spatial profiles were also extracted for the images images recorded with the 

interference filters. The resulting luminous edge and peak positions (centre of 

luminosity, COL) are plotted as a function of time, in figures 5.38, 5.40 and 5.42 

for the 115 x 80 n m spotsize at 1064 nm, 532 nm and 266 nm using the 610.3 

nm filter. The luminous edge and peak positions (centre of luminosity, COL) are 

plotted for the 670.8 nm filter in figures 5.39, 5.41 and 5.43 for the 115 x  80 

nm spotsize at 1064 nm, 532 nm and 266 nm using the 610.3 nm filter. The 

resulting velocities are given in tables 5.4 for the 610.3 nm line and 5.5 for the

670.8 nm line.
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Figure 5.38: Li plume expansion, 610.3 nm line, Ax.aser =  1064 nm, 115 x  80 /¿m spot, 6.5

Jcm- 2 .

time (us)

Figure 5.39: Li plume expansion, 670 nm line, \L a a e r  =  1064 nm, 115 x  80 ¡jxa . spot, 6.5

Jcm”2.
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Figure 5.40: Li plume expansion, 610.3 nm line, Xiaeer =  532 nm, 115 x 80 fim  spot, 4.4 

Jem- 2 .

time (|xs)

Figure 5.41: Li plume expansion, 670 nm line, A La ser =  532 nm, 115 X  80 //m spot, 4.4

Jcm-2 .
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Figure 5.42: Li plume expansion, 610.3 nm line, A Laser =  266 nm, 115 x  80 fim  spot, 2.2 

Jem”2.

■  COL  
>  Edge

time (t*s)

Figure 5.43: Li plume expansion, 670 nm line, Az,0ser =  266 nm, 115 x 80 /*m spot, 2.2

Jem”2.
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A (nm) u edge (cms“ 1) v c o l  (cms-1)

266 3.7 x  106 1.4 x 106

532 2.1 x  106 1.1 x  106

1064 2.2 x 106 0.9 x  106

Tcible 5.4: Lithium plume velocities at 610.3 nm.

A (nm) Uedge (cms-1 ) VCOL (cms x)

266 3.7 x  106 2.2 x 106

532 2.3 x  108 1.2 x  106

1064 3.3 x  106 1.7 x 106

Thble 5.5: Lithium plume velocities at 670.8 nm.

The general pattern is that the plume created with 266 nm laser radiation 

travels faster than that created with 532 nm radiation, which is, in turn, faster 

than the 1064 nm case at a constant spot size. This suggests that more laser 

energy is absorbed initially with 266 nm laser radiation (shorter skin depth implies 

higher absorption) and this drives a faster expansion than at longer wavelengths.

The inverse bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient may also, simultaneously, 

play a role. The laser radiation at 1064 nm is absorbed more strongly by the 

plume, and thus contributes less to driving the expansion than in the shorter 

wavelength cases. Instead it goes into plume excitation, which manifests itself 

in the plume emission as discussed previously. At shorter laser wavelengths the 

radiation propogates through to the target and ablates a plume that has more 

mass and momentum, but less excitation.

The velocities listed in tables 5.4, for the 610.3 nm line, and 5.5, for the 670.8 

nm line, suggest that the plume velocity is largely independent of the wavelength 

of emission from the plume. This suggests that the same atomic kinetics applies 

throughout the plume and it justifies an approach in which the hydrodynamics 

can be evaluated first (for example to provide densities), with the atomic kinetics
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calculated from the resulting parameters.

5.2.2 The dynamics of the Lithium plume

The variation of intensity as a function o f time at fixed distances above the target 

surface was extracted from unfiltered lithium ICCD images. In figures 5.44, 5.45, 

5.46, 5.47, 5.48, 5.49 and 5.50 the TOF curves are plotted for all cases (table 

5.2). One observes that the intensity and width of the time-of-flight curves 

increases with spot size (from a width of ~  150 ns to ~  300 ns), as previously 

seen in the spectra.

The shifted centre of mass Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of equation 3.9 

was fitted to the data and gave the average temperatures and average velocities 

listed in table 5.6.

A (nm) spot dimension T k  (eV) uk  (cms *)

266 115 x 80 ±  15 /xm 3.5 4.4 x 105
532 115 x 80 ±  15 /im 3.2 5.5 x 105
1064 115 x 80 ±15 /im 3.3 5.5 x 105

1064 340 x 250 ±  15 /im 98 -1.0 x 107
1064 590 x 525 ±  15 /¿m 340 -2.3 x 107
1064 1 x 1 ±  0.015 mm 71 -8.9 x 106
1064 2 x 2 ±  0.015 mm -48 1.0 x 107

Table 5.6: Lithium plume shifted centre of mass Maxwell-Boltzmann temperatures and 

velocities.

Comparing table 5.6 with tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, the fit appears to be much 

better for the 115 x  80 /im spotsize than the larger spotsize cases, with the 

plume centre-of-mass travelling at speed comparable to the centre-of-luminosity 

and with temperatures a few times greater than the corresponding excitation 

temperature values.

Since the laser intensity has a gaussian profile so too has the spot on target. 

The initial plume would then have a distribution of expansion-driving tempera
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tures with this profile. However, as the spotsize is reduced considerably this initial 

plume becomes smaller and more point-like and the profile more "top-hat". The 

adiabatic expansion of an isothermal plume [28] would then describe the plume 

behaviour. Conversely, at larger spotsizes, this laser profile leads to distribution 

of expansion-driving temperatures, as opposed to a single value, and the plume 

behaviour would be better described by the isentropic model of [29]. This is 

confirmed by Stapleton [86] in computer simulations of lithium plumes.

0.00 0 .25 0.50 0 .75 1.00
time (|xs)

Figure 5.44: Li plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, 115 x 80 f im spot, 

ALaser =  1064 nm, 6.5 Jem- 2 .
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0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
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Figure 5.45: Li plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, 115 x 80 fj,m spot, 

Axoser =  532 nm, 4.4 Jem- 2 .

time (us)

Figure 5.46: Li plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, 115 x 80 pm spot, 

Axoser =  266 nm, 2.2 Jem- 2 .
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Figure 5.47: Li plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, 340 x 250 n m spot, 

Az,o«er =  1064 nm, 6.5 Jem- 2 .

time ( p S )

Figure 5.48: Li plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, 590 x 525 /an spot, 

AiageT =  1064 nm, 6.5 Jem-2 .
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Figure 5.49: Li plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, l x l  mm spot, 

A Laser =  1064 nm, 6.5 Jem- 2 .

time (^s)

Figure 5.50: Li plume time-of-flight for various distances above target, 2 x 2  mm spot,

•Vtaser =  1064 nm, 6.5 Jem- 2 .
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5.3 Anomalous line intensity ratio in Li spec

tra

From the table of lithium lines and energy levels (5.1) one expects, in Maxwell- 

Boltzmann equilibrium, that the 670.8 nm line ( ls 22p-ls22s), which is the res

onance line, would be the more intense emission line in comparison to the 610.3 

nm line ( ls 23d-ls22p). However, it is clear from figures 5.1, 5.2 , 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 

and 5.6 , in various experimental conditions, that this is only the case at large 

distances above the target surface.

We also observed this effect in 193 nm ablation of LiF (see figure 5.24). 

Figures 5.51, 5.52, 5.53, 5.54, 5.55 and 5.56 show the integrated intensities of 

the two lines as a function of distance above target surface.

—■ — 670.8 nm 
—# — 610.3 nm

Eo

«
c(1)

distance from target (mm)

Figure 5.51: Integrated intensities of 610.3 nm and 670.8 nm lines, 115 x 80 pm spot, 

ALaser =  1064 nm, 6.5 Jem-2 .
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Figure 5.52: Integrated intensities of 610.3 nm and 670.8 nm lines, 115 x  80 pm spot, 

\La«er =  532 nm, 4.4 Jem-2  .
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Figure 5.53: Integrated intensities of 610.3 nm and 670.8 nm lines, 115 X 80 pm spot, 

ALaser =  266 nm, 2.2 Jem-2 .
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Figure 5.54: Integrated intensities of 610.3 nm and 670.8 nm lines, 10 Jem 2, XLaser 

1064 nm, 2000 x 2000 pm spot.
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Figure 5.55: Integrated intensities of 610.3 nm and 670.8 nm lines, 1 Jem 2, Ajr,aser =  1064 

nm, 2000 x 2000 pm spot.
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Figure 5.56: Integrated intensities of 610.3 nm and 670.8 nm lines, 10 Jem- 2 , A Laser =  532 
nm, 2000 x 2000 pm spot.

One observes, in figures 5.51, 5.52, 5.53, 5.54, 5.55 and 5.56 that the 610.3 

nm line intensity is greater than that of the 670.8 nm line for a certain dis

tance above target (depending on laser wavelength, fluence and spotsize) before 

reverting to the situation where the 670.8 nm is most intense.

Henley et al [58] observed this intensity reversal in LiF plumes using 193 nm 

ArF laser radiation at 6 Jem-2 , while Sherrill et al [60, 61] have observed the 

effect in plumes of LiAg ablated with 1064 nm laser at 1 Jem-2 .

Sherrill [60, 61] observes that the 670.8 nm line is more intense than the

610.3 at 50 ns after the laser pulse, but the 610.3 nm line is more intense at 75 

ns. This is observable in the time domain, for our conditions, in figures 5.57, 5.58 

and 5.59 where the ratio of the intensities of images (corrected for transmission) 

recorded with the tuned interference filters are plotted. It is observed that the 

inversion ratio is large and lasts for most o f the plume duration close to the target 

while at greater distances the ratio is reduced but still long lasting. This suggests
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time (|ts)

Figure 5.57: Ratio of 610.3 nm line to 670.8 nm line vs time at various disatances above 

target, A¿ascr =  1064 nm, 115 x  80 /tm spot, 6.5 Jem- 2 .

time (gs)

Figure 5.58: Ratio of 610.3 nm line to 670.8 nm line vs time at various disatances above 

target, A¿aier =  532 nm, 115 x 80 pm spot, 4.4 Jem- 2 .
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Figure 5.59: Ratio of 610.3 nm line to 670.8 nm line vs time at various disatances above 

target, XLaser =  266 nm, 115 x 80 //m spot, 2.2 Jem- 2 .

that the level populations are not in a Boltzmann equilibrium (see sections 5.1.2 

and 5.1.3) and that eventually all levels decay to the ls 22s ground level via the

670.8 nm line.

Sherrill et al [60, 61] suggest that time-dependent effects on the atomic 

kinetics of the plasma plume are important. In this case electron-ion recombina

tion takes place much slower than if  the atomic kinetics were in steady-state (in 

steady-state conditions equilibria are quickly restored).

Henley et al [58] suggest that the effect is due to self-absorption in the 670.8 

nm line, since this line has a very high /  value and terminates on the ground 

state. The significant concentration of ground state lithium atoms will absorb 

some of the 670.8 nm radiation before it escapes from the plume.

Modelling by [86], in the same conditions as our experiments, suggests that 

the effect is neither opacity nor time-dependent atomic kinetics, but in the rate 

coefficients for the levels involved, in steady-state conditions.
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C hap te r 6

Conclusions

GaN nitride is a key material for semiconductor technology due to its wide 

bandgap and it has been successfully grown by many authors using the technique 

of Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD). This has been achieved under a wide range 

of experimental conditions such as laser wavelength (from 193 nm to 1064nm), 

background gas pressures (from ~  l x -10 mbar to ~  4 mbar of N2) and target 

material (Ga metal or pressed GaN powder). Lithium-based compounds, such 

as LiNb03 and LiF, are also of interest in optoelectronics. A literature review 

was carried out and revealed a dearth of spectroscopic studies relating to laser 

ablation of Ga, GaN, Li and LiF in the Pulsed Laser Deposition regime. Thus, 

the design and implementation of a Pulsed Laser Deposition diagnostic system 

was carried out.

Emission spectra of Ga and GaN ablation plumes, in typical PLD conditions, 

were obtained with this system and presented as a function of N2 ambient gas 

pressure from 1 x 10~7 to 5 mbar and ablation laser wavelengths of 266, 355, 

532 and 1064 nm . Atomic level populations and excitation temperatures were 

estimated from these spectra. A series of temporally resolved images of the 

luminous plume expanding into N2 pressures of 1 x 10-5 , 1 x 10-2 , 1 x 10-1 , 1 

and 5 mbar were recorded and plume velocities were estimated from these data. 

Such data are important as they provide a quantitative picture of the plume at 

the deposition substrate.
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The behaviour o f plumes of Ga and GaN was found to be not strongly depen

dent on whether the target was gallium metal or pressed gallium nitride powder. 

On the other hand, it was found to be strongly dependent on the ablation laser 

wavelength and the ambient gas pressure. It was observed that shorter laser 

wavelengths drive faster expansions (higher kinetic energy temperature) whereas 

the 1064 nm laser always produced spectra 2 or 3 orders of magnitude brighter 

than those of shorter laser wavelengths (higher excitation of the plume). This can 

be understood in terms of the greater absorption of the radiation in the target at 

shorter wavelengths creating higher kinetic energy plumes. In addition, the higher 

Inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient at longer wavelengths increases the 

absorption of the laser in the plume (and the excitation temperature) and also 

shields the target from the incoming laser radiation. These two processes result 

in relatively highly excited low velocity plumes with long laser wavelengths and 

lowly excited fast velocity plumes with shorter laser wavelengths.

The behaviour in a background gas was observed to have two distinct regimes. 

At low pressures free expansion of the plume took place, while the known phe

nomenon of plume splitting was observed at pressures higher than 10-1 mbar N2, 

together with increased emission. The expansion at higher pressures was best 

described as high-speed drag in which the plume travelled through a gas which 

was in the continuous flow state. It was postulated that a compression front 

formed. The increased collisions in this region led to the increased plume emis

sion and provide excited species at the substrate. These results are supported by 

recent experiments on growth, for example Takahashi et al [87] have grown GaN 

films on LiGa02 substrates for the first time, using 248 nm laser radiation at 3 

Jem-2 and a N2 gas pressure of 10-1 Torr.

Emission spectra were also presented for Li and LiF plumes expanding into 

vacuum and the corresponding atomic level populations and excitation temper

atures were estimated. Ultrafast images were recorded as a function of laser 

wavelength (266, 532 and 1064nm) and spotsize (115 x 80, 340 x 250, 90 x 525, 

1000 x 000 and 2000 x 2000 /¿m) yielding plume velocities. Again the absorption 

of the material and plume as a function of wavelength was found to be important
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in determining the evolution of the plume. It was found that the plume behaviour 

could be described using the Knudsen layer shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity 

distribution and it was suggested that with smaller spotsizes the plume behaviour 

is more isothermal. An anomalous emission line ratio feature of these spectra 

was observed and discussed.

This diagnostic system is capable of monitoring the evolution of ablation 

plumes temporally, spatially and spectrally, and can provide valuable informa

tion on the PLD technique. Some improvement, however, could be of benefit. 

Absorption measurements, particularly using Laser Induced Flourescence, would 

allow one to probe the non-emitting atomic and molecular species, thus enhanc

ing the knowledge of the growth process. This could be combined with electronic 

detection on the focal plane of the spectrograph, for example an apparatus con

sisting of a photodiode array or a ccd array could enhance the excellent spectral 

and spatial imaging characteristics of this instrument by providing a fast, stable 

and user-friendly detection setup.
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all visible rad a ton -torn the film.

Mo« cameca least* have an eoxiUacy ¡ntiredfocasmg 
m vk. CoronU yaw camera ma mat -bribe appropriate ewe.

Foebctt definition, make allcapoftxea ai theamriiefr km  
opening ibai oo&didow pec mi 1. I f  yon rrwrsi uae Iw^e 
ipecinaei *ra! the let» has no armdiary in fa tttl ftteuiiraf 
maci, establish a focus vetting by trial and error Try 
wteodnfi the towbyQ-23 percent ofusfooal length beyond 
ibecorm* focnr for visible lifh i.

Foe cxarnp ie, a 200 mm lent w oold cequ ire a 
OJO nwn exierwioa as 200 m m x0 002l -0,30 mm

DayllgM
Per «rejecttin bright orhazy sonlijhi (distinct shadows):

Electronic FIuh
U rc ¡h espproprialcjuk fc rewnber in tbefaU pw ir^t^ jle**  a 
wading point for yonc eqoipmefli, 5eleot the emit ontpnt 
closest to the number given fey youffliihm snuiactnccr. Then 
firri th e jn id c  nurrfccr fee feet orm O cei. Tockacrminc the 
lens opeoing,dvidoibe g lide  iw rrfccrbyibefla9b<o-$ub}ect 
diMnncc. If the negrfivcr ire ccrroMenlly too denre 
( ovcnrup oacd), u*c a timber jp ide  numbep i f  |bey ao: too 
thin (LiodeteajposedX use a lower oumbec

IWt Owtput CBCPBV GtsaJa Nuniba 
D M m ia f « s V l t e «

350 fiD/8
5 DO a i?
700 aoA
1000 3S/11
1400 40̂ 1?
2000 3CW5
2600 aw e
4000 70^1
uoq n s i
6000 10050

* KJPfi «bwwneaidtspwfli awvip̂a

D A R K R O O M  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

Do not am a w feli^ ii. Ha rate unprooencd f im  in 
ttta l dhdtner*.

Dackrooms most block all tnfcaccd cadiaiioa as as 
li^ht. Painted windows, plastic sheet ira^ etc , though 
opaqnc, may freely tnnrmit infrared ndialian and fojlhiw 
film
Note Infcoced films ace sosoeptiblero stale mac king* at low 
cclat ivc humidity. Handle with care in the darkroom. I f  italic 
elcctncity pcoblem* pec*««. grouodmsthe camera may be 
neccssaiyduringloadiosandunlQadnigtoavoida buildy of 
rtniiceleciriciiy.

KODAK PROFESSIONAL Htfn-Sfwed Infrared Frtm ♦ F-13 3



E X P O S U R E  A D J U S T M E N T S  F O R  L O N G  

A N D  S H O U T  E X P O S U R E S

M rlnplji the wrmal Corrfiitccodj o*fK>»ure time by the f ilitr  
fcetoc

ktdkaitd
ESfSMiiroThne

«tw>
M lf%  E*xm i le Tine 

by Tkfc FIR»« Factor

viDoa 1 as
1/100 1.0
.1̂ 10 10
1 1
15 1,0
1W 18

MANUAL PROCESS MG
Starting-Point Recommendations
Thevariaus pietarial, Kicntifc in ]  lechracoi application* of 
this film may tcqulienegatives o1 dtffecrm oortuin trxlnet- 
Thc following nanirtg^nMirt cecommendaiiaiwaie intended 
la prodace acantci* iactai doKtathat lined in the tibie 
Make tests io  tfcietmnetbe tost dcNdoptnei* time (or yonc 
appaiarti« n.
t o f a :  Develop m an  lim ei «haacrthan  5 m im e ?  may 
produce nmatirfactory uraiarntity.

Sm a5-T *nk Pro ce d in g  [8- o r15-ounce tank}—  
Holla
With »mail liable- or ritxiiilcrcrl tankr, drop the losied film 
0*1 tato ihcòcvetop« wxl aiudi ibetop lotheut*.. Firmly 
tap the tsnV. onthe mp of *ie wor*. jorftoe iodiilodgeiny «< 
taihbka. Ptovkk initial alatali an c i 5 to 7 iute n i on cycle» id 
5 teeandj, i.e„ futeod fom 41m «od yijoconili tnwst your 
* 0 « JSOsfesrcet.

Tbcn repeat thia agiUuoa procedile i t  30'*econd 
iniccvM sforihe re*  (if tho dtvdofxncm  time.

KODAK High S peed  tnlremd F itan f HlK:

KOCAX
D e w i e r Cl

a e w o -h n r
Development Time (Il imi**)

M f
< * 0

a f
C2*C3

ID *
<*1«)

1 2 f
ts trc >

7 5 *
£ 2 4 0

XTOL O S s v * 5  Vft s — 4
x r a . 0.S6 7 Y 4 6 5 V a A V i

XTOL DBS 0 BV< ft — S

XTOL 0.75 S V 4 7<V j 7 — 9 * 4
XTOL D & lO V a 9 « — B V a

XTOLC11) 0 » — e 7 ' / a — B‘/ e

XTOLO ll o s e — 6 V 4 e v * — 7
XTOL (1:1) 0 6& — » Y e 9 — 7V a

XÌOLCM) D.75 — 10 V 4 10 — f l ' / j
XTOL(T:l) 063 — 12 V i 11 */a Q V j 7 ' / a
0 7 5 070 9 ' / a « V * 7 V a 7 S
He-MO 
i w e p 0.60 * 5 6 4 • / s 4

0 -1 * 1 63r 7 G S v s 5 4
T-WiX 
(ISO D-itmx) DBS - - - 4

T-WAX
(1,7« O -M i) D.dO “ - - - 5

T-MAX
(2 0aD m ax) 091 - - - - a

TMAX
(S X O -K W il

1.03 - - - - 7

T-MAX
( » -WD-’n m l 1 16 - - - - a

' VAb̂ KatteaMMMccndUtarAkfc |j#«tpMi<mttira«Bhollailliaii 
C HliniÉaa predi«» iivitfuiaftM) wAi/nb 

t  Pw adaràfc iu  t t~c* nwifmm ecitwt
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T ra y  P r o c  a *  s in g
Pro* «te com í rxtoo* S ta t io n ;  cot «re die sheets W  d e y w i  «« 
yan  inJetlewc I hem .

KODAK High Speed  Inftaied Film / HBI

KODAK
OevelVM Ci

Dtvotapniefil Jl»n* (Minuter«)
S i * 5 # *

120^0
7 a *

e*i^c)
» *

( « « )
7 6 *

W C I
D-7B D7Ü n a V i & V i 6V a
HCM10
t w e v D.ao 5 4-Va aV * 4 V * A

[>19t 1.65 SV 2 5 s AV a A

* PotiiDlwrÉhjuÉ» 
t  Pon muxmuip <onl— I

Larga-Tank Processing (V  2- t o 3 V  2-9*11 on 
tank)—Rolls and Shoats
AgUttecofltianondy iortbeicrt 15 to 30 seconds by ramag 
and lowcnnj tbc haritet, t*ek, oc spindle 1/ 2 inch- Do not 
»Eitate ibe bukeiP tick, oc »pi«fie fat tbc oermioder of the 
fiefi miDtne. Then Agitate oace pec ir>iaMe by kftiogthe 
batkci. rack, or ^ricdfc out of ibcdcvdopcir, tilting h 
ip^con.imjadj|i Wdcgiic^ciniinmgit foc3 to LO seconds, 
ind reimaier«rrsit Afiemaieihcdire«lon of tilting the 
bavkei, nek, or spindle.

KODAK Hyh Spec«* M im ed  fi*«» r MIF and USI

KODAK
t k w k p i Cl

ü iig e  Too V—i t o l i* «  Sfceob 
ÜEvebpnmiiS Tiait! ( tliru laa )

B f*
C

e a *
t f o C )

r o * 7 2 *
< »C >

7 6 *  
(24 «C>

XTDL 0.38 « V a 6 *  4 6 — 4 * 4
XTOL o s e 10 a 7 — 5 V 2

XTOl 0 65 V  V a 9 $ — e v d
XTDt 0.75 13 10 V 4 9 — 7
XTOL o e s 14 V 2 11 V i 10 — 7 * 4
I>Tfl 070 10 9 e 7 V a 6 v  a
HC-110 
(OiB)t 060 6 V e S ' / f r S V í 5 4 V a

D-iflt 1.65 á V 2 7 V 2 SV 2 6 5

* Hfth m i d  aqhttba ari vmkiul» kriimwh. D to* bp rant Him ■JnrbMlhanC minuto* protWc» umlataetoiy urdtomtj 
t  Fúl KÉKÜfas 1M 
t  Fot iiw in in  oontovi

KODAK High « peed  inlr.fed Film / HE

KODAK
Dmtfopsr Gl

I rtiy í Trtmdk“—ílO'Hf» 
LieveIcjfiiTje ml 1 une (II Iruj («*)

G6 *
< 1 8 ^

a a *
00

IB *
e m

7 8 * 7 6 *
£24X5)

TMAX 
(1 SO 005 - - - - 3

TMAX 
M 76 D-mapl 000 - - - - 4

TMAX 
¡2.00 0**»} 0 91 - - - - S

TMAX
CS.9 6 D-i"»)

1 GB - - - - s

TMAX 
{2 44 Omen] 1.15 - - - - 7

1 WftliranuaiaatefcnaĤiititHirtotvwfe DembpmeKllinevtvite1
th»  C- minuta* m^rpndun» pmtfttarlr.ry wipfnttlji

F M A L  S T E P S  I N  T A N K ,  T R A Y  A N D  

R 0 T A H Y - T U B E  P R O C E S S I N G 

'S  to 7ST1 t i l  W 2*"CI

O ap^D to ibn T iro
(m lnaoc)

Hina fi ~wrt IH «3 itet  a n
KOTAK IrnJooVv Stop f?«»i 0:90
KODAK EKTAFLO Slap Rath 0:30
F a —vnUi licqutfrrt «g4njnìrt
KOTAK F S OOto tO. DO
KODAK Rapki Four 2.00 la  4 DO
KOOAF1X 9otobr>—Fijier 5:00 to 1000
NOCl^K POLVMAX—F)J«K 600  to 10 00
Wnnk

Runrfhg <moler 20:00 to®) 00

R>nae wjUi  «WJter OW
KODAK Hypo C lurin^ Agent t 00 lo 7 00
ftjnnín^j «atar 500
FkalrfriM J
KODAK PHOTO-FÍO Soiu bon 0 »)
Dry—nn/síiuii fftíí p'jsse
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I M A G E - S T R U C T U R E  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S

The foil w»inï(afocmsl<iD is b u e d  on dm ctapcnect Id 
KODAK. D-76 Dçvdopeç. S t V  ioc LO n in n e »

KODAK WgK 8p e « l  InlMwd Flfcn/H K (NidHM 
DiHtiM rn n  GreiwleAy*_______[ I t tF n t

' At Aim* .̂1 W, Ŵ R4labKMItfl««fMtiiw, tjX a

OanototMtoCanm ilar 
KOOMC MOfBSSDNAL Hlfl^SpMd Intand Pkn / 1

Ei|iMum:DatliaNl PimSm4lTanlC SB"F tWCl 
P»— » o ina tiirD rm e vaud

M -

5«

’■ 19 /

/  /  
o?»—Ar.y

HC-1 ID (Dì 
-Uf:___ i_____ i—
5û r û 4  <3 1.0
UX>eXf06ÜHe

KOCMK MOmSlONALM^MpMd \ n \ t tn x \  Nm/MW

CorifuMnduCmM fot 
KOOAKWWFB8M0H AL Hfrh 6» » d  talNMd MfH / Hit

Liage Tank
7 / BmriTcnk

rSuwll i r d  Loge Talk. 
KOOAM T MAX Develop«. 
7$*Fte4*C>_______I-----------1----------

0 4 fl 12 16
KVEU3PÚENTT1MC |U lautas)
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Spoctral-gairallliffty Curven to r 
KOMK PROFESSIONAL H*jtvüp«u IK rand P i*  i  

HIE a n d  HW

Mtxfcj latto n-Tranif»r C n w  to»
KOQAK MoresnoNAL mmvsmmi M nm iñki i  we 

lolita

M

03 4 D-tnin

m C>rrwi
Crtocbw E ^xnu ir 1 4 mvxxxIa I Poems: KODAK CVv*4o i* i 076, 6 mlnut», 

60*F(»-C) I I I I IOiiwRoTftfY Ollu?.o veud I

TWVSLMTHfrH
'S*r*#v% ■ too# cl «*o*U* |msW ) ------

:-
■

:-
t v aauia: Yunçi’kn c per CV

C6* F tW*C) Donato mo try : Drfbaei—i * * »im ruuat__11- 1 Ml .1-: i-
1 £ £ 4 6  iQ £0 BO 100 400 UO

OTm rftBQUeMCYfejwlwfprwt

NOTICE The «emitomctne curvet aed data in thiv publication represent pcodnc* trttod 
nnder t i r  conditions of expofoce and pcocctnog specified. They «or ccpmcntatitc ol 
pcocbcfloq coating*. and thctcfoce do not apply duoctly to a particela« box or roll of 
photographic maietial. They do not represent standard* or spcoicition* that mo* be met 
by Eiwmtn Kodak Company The company the right to cbinge and impro%e
product chacactcnstcs at any time-
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KODAK PROFESSIONAL HlgOSpMd Intrarad Film

MOHE INFORMATION
K o d a k  h a «  nm ny  p u b U r j i i o f jv i t j a t r i *  y o n  w i th  m fo m w iio a  

o n  K odak p ro d fS S ii CqiHpnrK^JitAfid in flic t tat $
T h e  fo l lo w in g  p u b lic a tio n s  a t e  a v a i la b le  fro m  K o d a k  

C u j io m e c  S e rv ic e ,  f ro m  ck a Jc c s  w h o  «11 K o ib k p c c d t tc f t .o r
y  o u  c a n  c o n ta c t  K o d a k  m  y  o « e o n n t i }  fo e  m o re  in fonrn iiiion

c „_ S is /u p e  C m #  c #  ICCCWK Hvziogtitftok}t30 M r f m f c - M v »  m J  A ttn  PtixcMMiy

Ei 036F KO iW i PFOfZSSiONAL B U rtm J  »VM* F in s_ ._*c C h e m c a fc  f r f  KOLAK PF^fBSStO t^AL BlWCF B/K̂ anJ-ymeWm
>24 KODAK HO tlGtXTYtbpsr
¿ 7 $  KOOAK D *vt*> fenD -76
¿66 KOGAK W A X  p ^ f o p i s
>  109 XOOAH XXX M jw r
164 Woif S r f f  &  Y cv' ?

Foi iho luteal v«r4»noT loQtviiGrt support puM oAotu M>f 
KODAK P fX > E S S «N rt P o t t e » ,  Via* K odakon-l«** 

htlp /iWww ko dolt c onVQö.'p ÍQ le mm b ral
(nth* U S  Al-€00-£42-24lM, E»< 10 Montey-Prido* 

3 a m - 7 p m  (Essterntme) 
ffiCènacfa:

î âtMMftS 63Z& Mondflf-Fi*jw 
ß a  m.~5 p m fËJialein tum )

Notei The Kockk material« dc«cribcd ax thii pnblreaiwn -far 
u c  with KODAK PROFESSIONAL Hijfr-Speedlnfntni 
Rim ace available ifcwn dealer? wbo sqpplj KODAK 
PROFESSIONAL Pttdrea*. Yco can me ether rn itad«, 
but yon nay M  qbt&n s in ib r c tnh i.

Kodak Professional

KODAK. raO F tiaa tL U . iÜ lr.K ad a  p o fc» o « t &-B D-1», Su*c M IH  b O K i  12-03
s itm a  P » . HC-I10.K; fh. >H«J.

KOOAK ntHaKwiMa r-19 • « n u ^ V i ! l « n d < n u h  B lu rt In Ü J A.
CAT 0 6  «21
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